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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on a directed change project operating at
Rough Rocks, a community in the central part of the Navaho Reserva
tion*

The aim of the project and the concern of this study is the

alteration of the customary relation of school and community in a
situation best defined as cross-cultural*

Initially, the nature of

education in the cross-cultural situation is examined in terms of
the appropriateness of the imposition of educational patterns from
one society to another*

The hypothesis generated is that the needs

of societies, such as the one examined here, which are presently sub
ject to such education can best be served by the transfer of respon
sibility for schools to the community itselfc
The bulk of the paper concerns the particular steps taken in
the Rough Rock project to bring about such a transfer of authority0.
This is divided into a consideration of the aims and means employed
by the project, the existing character of the community in relation
to education, and an appraisal of the changes that appear to have
been engendered in response to these two interacting elements*

There

is evidence to suggest that the aims of the project, in terms of
increasing acceptance of responsibility by the community, are being
achieved*

The report, however, only covers the initial stages of the

project and these indications can only be regarded as tentative*

CMPUft 1
INTRODUCTION
This papers while directed specifically at the subject of
cross cultural education^ is intemded to be viewed as a treatment of
some aspects of the nature of directed cultural change®

The project

described involves the Navaho people who are subject to persistent
and inevitable pressures for change as a result of their proximity to
and incorporation in the American state®

Change must come to the

Navaho as it appears that it must to any people who find themselves
the smaller and less efficient, component of a plural society®

Con

tact change.or acculturation3 generally thought of as an inexorable
result of culture contact of this sort,, need net, howeverj, be a
totally unconscious process and we are posing the question here?
assuming good will on the part of the responsible role players in the
dominant society^ how can such a people as the Navaho be helped to
respond to the challenges that they must face? For our analytical
f
purpose5, we refer to the Navaho cultural system as the thing changing
and to be changed®

Also, we incorporate as a major assumption that

change programs directed at the assimilation of individual Navahos
into the dominant culture are evading the issue of cultural change
and are effectively focused on the destruction of a potentially vi
able way of life®

1

Specifically9 we are concerned with am immovatife educational
demonstration project taking place at lough Bock -- am Isolated commimity near the center of the Mavaho reservation*

This project em

bodies a particular approach to directed change and it is to illumi
nate the implications of this approach that this paper is written*
The project itself is concerned with a wide range of experiments in
cross cultural education but only in our “Statement of Problem1*
section will the general topic be addressed so as to provide a theo
retical perspective for our somewhat more restricted focus*

As will

be seens the time and depth of this study was limited and it seemed
better to concentrate on that part of the project which seemed^ both
to the author and to the project directors, to be most significant*
This aspect —

the relationship of school and community in terms of

the locus of control or of decision making authority •— is treated in
the context of the development of the local school board*

The rele

vance of this focus to the general problem is presented both in our
analysis of the project aims and in a more theoretical framework in
our next section*

x

.......... Statement of the Problem
I do mot intend to present any exhaustive review of the
literature which might in some sense be considered pertinent to the
issue of cross cultural edueation*

Papers by Murray Wax (Max, Wax

and Dumont 196k) and by Jules Henry (i960) contain surveys of the
more significant items and their coverage will not be duplicated here
That there is a current interest in these matters is evident in the

work of the Spindlerss particularly in the monograph series edited by
them called Case Studies in Education and Cultureo In general, few
works exist which treat education — provided for such peoples as the
Navaho by agents of the dominant society — as a cross cultural trans=
action,,

A cross cultural transaction in our present usage is simply a

situation where members of more than one viable cultural system are
involved in interaction,,

Clearly the nature of the interaction cannot

be understood only in terms of any one of the participating parties,
but must be considered in terms of alio

The cited work by Wax is, in

fact, the only example to my knowledge that takes this approach as a
specific foeuso

Most of the material deals with the academic perfor

mance (or lack of it) of Indian children,.

Where anthropologists have

dealt with the subject, they have, as in the excellent Children of the
People by Leighton and Kluckhohn (Ip#), tended to describe a total
"traditional" system of enculturation without studying the on-going
cross cultural process,.

This work does indeed go further than most

in its consideration of the classroom environment and the apparent
results of such interaction,,

Without such work, no understanding can

be gained and I do not intend to criticize those efforts,,

Instead, I

simply point out that this is not a study of the process of cross
cultural education per se.

"

Education is almost by definition individual centered and it
has usually been approached in this light.

In this treatment, we

prefer to follow Aberle and others (1950) and will consider the matter
in terms of structural institutions functioning to fulfill the pre
requisites for the continued existence of a societyo

We begin then

by suggesting that one of the things any society must do is to provide
some means by which eneulturation can successfully take place at some
(ill-defined) minimal level where an adequate number of necessary
roles are reliably filled« Formal education is to be viewed in this
context and it is in this context that the difficulties of cross cul
tural interaction become most apparent0
Formal education is a characteristic institution of complex
societies and it is as a subsystem of a total institution of eneultur
ation that it functions to maintain the society in question*

This,

while relatively self-evident, is the essential assumption of the pro
ject examined and the problem orientation of this paper0 Indeed, we
suggest that an imperfect understanding of this primary function of
formal education lies at the root of the failure of efforts directed
at the education of the American Indian to achieve their aims*
¥e are making a distinction here between formal education and
eneulturation that needs to be clarified0 We would characterize edu
cation as in some general sense the conscious and purposeful instruc
tion of one individual by another in some area understood by the first
and at least imperfectly understood by the second0 This, obviously,
can take place between adult members of a society, but by and large,
the bulk of such instruction is adult to child.

Eneulturation im

plies the total range of all activities, purposeful or not, which
bring about the learning of necessary roles in a society.

It is the

conscious aspect which separates education conceptually thorn enculturation in general.

Education as a kind of enculturation can be further subdivided
for analytical purposes into 18formal11 and 11informal0n Two general
sorts of informal education can be suggested as in the generalized
instruction that older kin give to the children of their family as
contrasted with the imparting of specialized skills by a practitioner
of those skillso

Formal education is a special case of education

which, as I have suggested, is characteristic of complex societies*
Its most obvious characteristics are the presence of schools and
teachers#

The essential difference that these features indicate is

the existence in a complex and stratified society of a specialized
group of individuals functioning specifically as teachers#

In the

case of informal education, we may find a carpenter teaching carpentry
but, in fact, his main business in terms of his contribution to his
society is his skill and its results

not his teaching activities*

The teacher in the complex society is a teacher first and a practi
tioner of a skill a long way second if at all*

This is less true at

the University level but the tendency at that level for deviation from
this model is regarded as a problem and not a positive situation by
educators*
Based on the specialist teacher, there is (at least in the
American system) a complex institution that reaches in theory every
child in the society*

The aims of this system are not the imparting

of specific skills though this is the major focus of most activity*
The system is visibly involved in a wide range of enculturative
activity*

leading is taught but so is proper behavior toward peers*

Arithmetic is taught but, in a real sense, so is a world view*

1 do not propose to analyze in any detail the nature of this
system and will confine any specific illustrations to those sections
where they are appropriate*

I do want to suggest that such a system

comes to exist because a complex society cannot maintain the stability
implied by the transmission of cultural experience from father to son*
The roles that must be played in a complex and diverse society (such
as the American state) are many and varied and constantly shifting*
Some flexible mechanism to augment the otherwise inevitable continuity
of generations in a kin group tends to arise*
Superficially5, this would appear to be a destructive focus for
the integration of a society and5, indeed,, it does weaken the depend
ence on the primary family group*

Still* the important fact is that

the values of the educators and those of the concerned kin tend* as
they are members of the same society* to be in accord as to the pur
poses of education*

A father is not threatened by the challenge to

his authority implicit in the variation between career goals generated
by the educators but* in fact* regards this as a positive good and a
natural and predictable aspect of a well ordered existence*

Deviation

and variation are institutionalized and therefore not normally de
structive*
The other side of the coin — in a functional sense —

is that

the more or less centrally directed system of education provides a
basic core of uniformity in cultural experience*

Textbooks* teacher

training* and the enunciated goals and philosophies of education are
in a real sense uniform* at least in contrast with the diversity of

7
the group servedo

There are* of course^ other institutions that oper

ate to cross cut all the many facets of a large and diverse state*

I

will not attempt the monumental task of defining the total range of
these; I simply suggest that the educational system is one such insti
tution*
This picture is, admittedly, simplified and the author is per
fectly aware that there exists a wide range of secondary functions for
the school systems*

Additionally, their character can only be fully

understood in the light of their linkages with the total structural
matrix of the society in which they occur*

This is one of the points

to be made about the problem of cross cultural education*
If we can accept the generalizations given above as an accur
ate picture of the major functional characteristics of formal educa
tion in its proper context, can we understand it in the same way in
the cross cultural context?

Unfortunately, the answer for educators

in the past has tended to be "yes" when, as we shall see, it is
grossly inappropriate except as a means of cultural destruction*

Such

destruction results when an institution necessary to the continued
existence of a society is disrupted to the point that it no longer
serves its function (Aberle and others 19f>0)* This is the imperfect
understanding that we have suggested and that we seek to examine*
I suggest that the goals of Indian education — as they have
been enunciated and, in general, as they have been put into practice
— have been to enculturate Indian children as individuals into the
dominant society*

In the earliest period, this policy at least had

the dubious virtue of honesty and was clearly aimed at the destruction
of the Indian way of life0 More recently8 perhaps dating from the time of the Meriato report (1928)s we find a shift in the announced
aims moving toward some form of assistance to the Indian people rather
than their direct elimination<, I maintain that the result has re
mained the same and, in its essentialss so has the policy0 I do not
imply here that the cruel horrors of the early days (with their scenes
of children forcibly rounded up to be sent hundreds of miles from
their homes and there to stay for a period of years) are still to be
foundo

The severe discipline and draconian punishments of the early

boarding schools have been absent for many years0 The problem now is
in the application of inappropriate responses employed by men of good
wills

It is, however, necessary to point out that even in the "bad

old days," the intentions of the educators, were of the best according
to their own lights (Underhill 1956$ Woener 19lil)o
The problem throughout lies with the fit of what we have seen
as one part of an enoulturatiom system with the other parts» Quite
naturally, the schools from beginning to end have been as nearly
identical to the standard models for American schools as they could
be made« The point always being (as we have stated) to make the
Indian children good members of the greater American society and how
better than through the standard essential form of education,,

The

failure to bring these schools up to these standards has been the most
usual criticism of efforts on behalf of the Indians0 The attack ob
viously focused on the logical assumption that the Indians were being

.9
deprived of ”proper11 education,.

Teachers have always been, and are

today, interchangeable with those in the standard public school sys
tems

Specialized training for teachers and the production of special

techniques or materials for the instruction of Indians is even today
— minimal„ The creation of such special materials is one of the aims
of the project at Bough Book and is a direct result, as we shall see,
of the orientation of the project directors as to the nature of Indian
education,.
The question that arises is whether such a system transplanted
whole and entire from one society to another will, in fact, be appro
priate to the needs of the new context0 The fact is that formal edu
cation is entirely alien to the Navaho — at least to traditional
Navaho social structure,,

Obviously, Navaho society had some system

of enoulturation since by definition it would have ceased to exist if
it had note

Clearly, in this case as in most human groups, it has

largely been in the hands of the kin group0 And, except in a very few
limited instances, it does not take the form of formal instruction,,
Only in the apprentice-like system for the learning of ceremonials is
there anything approaching an analog to a formal educational system
and this is clearly an instance of the transmission of special skills
by an individual whose primary function is the employment of those
skills rather than their transmission,,
The point to be made is that there is and has been a success
ful means of enoulturation on-going on the reservation by which Navaho
have in fact become Navaho0 Shepardson, in her examination of the
viability of the Navaho Mountain community in terms of Aberle1s

/

10
prerequisites, suggests that "socialisation of the children, during
the first six years of life before they leave for boarding school, and
afterwards during summer vacations, effectively inculcates the tra
ditional beliefs and loyalties which insure adequate motivation for
filling the requisite societal roles" (Shepardson and Hammond 196U$
10li5)o

It is to be noted that the clear implication of this remark

is that socialization from the Navaho point of view is not taking
place in the school context0 Simple though it may be, this is a
major point that we are trying to make0 There are in fact two so
cieties on the reservation engaged in the business of enculturation
and5, in essence, neither recognizes the existence of the other in
this respect6 The view of the Navaho is one of the things I have
sought to illustrate in the work reported in this paper#

As to the

view of the educators, it seems profitable to follow Wax in his treat
ment of the "vacuum ideology" (Wax, Wax and Dumont 1961).)=
Wax states his definition as "*#*the disposition of adminis
trators and school officials to support policies and programs (such
as the establishment of nursery schools) with the assertion that the
Indian home and the mind of the Indian child are meager, empty, or
lacking in pattern" (Wax, Wax and Dumont

67), As we shall see,

Boessel — the director of the Bough lock project — has made a simi
lar appraisal in terms of what he calls the "either/or" approach,
What this means is that there has been no recognition of existing
systems of enculturation and, indeed, there has appeared to be no
recognition that a distinct and viable culture was being dealt with#

11
Wax illustrates the operation and presumably a part of the causality
of this orientation by pointing out that Indian children are assumed
to be somehow cuitureless because they do not exhibit the range of
concepts and skills that would be expected in an Anglo child of the
same age0

,

In the popular terms of those who today deal with the educa
tion of minority populations9 the child is to somehow be regarded as
"culturally deprived” and the remedying of this deficiency is the
natural focus of the educational process {Wax and Wax 1965)=

There

is 5, of course s some recognition that the child does not come to the
school a total blanks

However3 where this is recognized^ it is

usually for the purpose of correcting an undesirable conditions

Thus#

the early boarding schools were conscious attempts to remove the child
from the presumed contaminating influences of his home®

It was recog

nized. that the child would perversely learn things that were not
taught in the schools and which might conflict with its teachings*
Todayg we find Wax illustrating the same thing in noting that educa
tors feel in conflict with 11grandmother’1 for the proper eneultmration
of the child (Wax9 Wax' and Dumont 196ki 67)®
This conflict is Inevitable given the assumption of the edu
cator that the child is cuitureless.

Essentially^ educators attempt

to treat each child as an individual who has no social context that
need be considered» Stressing the two major functions of education
that are appropriate to the greater society9 the educator seeks to
provide the child with skills that are not part of his father’s reper
toire and, at the same time, to provide him with the essential core

12
of uniform cultural orientations that the melting pot philosophy calls
fee*

the first, is not an entirely fruitless gesture even under pres

ent circumstances while the second is likely to negate all attempts
to achieve the first„
Before suggesting what we have seen as a potential solution
to the dilemma we have described9 it is necessary to ask first whether
or not the whole problem could he evaded by simply demonstrating that
the Mavaho as a people have no need for education0 Change in their
system need not be sought if existing methods of enculturation are
adequate and the provision of formal education is not only not achiev
ing its ends* but has no useful ends in this contexto

Unfortunately

for the sake of simplicity* this is not the cased

As we asserted at the very beginning* the smaller and less
technologically efficient component of a plural society is very likely
to have no choice in the matter of change as a result of the impact of
the larger society,,

In the lavaho Instance* the traditional mode of

subsistence can no longer even feed their numbers which have risen
enormously under the impact of modern medieipe — let alone produce a
surplus for any sort of capital Investment 0 This is particularly true
in view of the limitations that have been placed on grazing in the
stock reduction program#

In addition* the character of the material

culture has changed considerably in the direction of greater depend
ence on goods not of their own manufact:ure0 The ubiquitous pickup
truck is only the most obvious example#
The Mavaho are inextricably involved in the cash economy of
the larger society#

Unfortunately* they are not in a competitive

13
position in that econoznyo
productSo

The great lack is for marketable skills and

Traditional handicrafts (while always a source of support

for a few who are particularly skilled) can never be the mainstay of
a society built ontechniques of mass production,,
There must be jobs

that is, new kinds of

economic activity

— if the Havahe society is to remain viable as a mite

To acquire

jobs either off reservation or to successfully develop and manage in*
dustry on the reservation, there must be skills developed that are
not part of the traditional Mavaho inventory,,

Here, obviously, is the

point and purpose of formal education,. The contribution of some such
system lies in this area and certainly not in an attempt to totally
enoulturate a people, as individuals into the dominant society,

Essen

tially, we are conjuring up something that might be called a principle
of “parsimony611 in directed change.

Me suggest thatianneeessary change

is undesirable and that if the teaching of a mechanical skill is
necessary for the continuation of a culture, then it must be made
available.

But isit then necessary to tie in with

a package deal) alien

this (as part of

concepts in the area of values?

If we

seekto

avoid disrupting existing workable institutions, is it not wise to
attempt to induce change only where absolutely necessary? Missionary
activity in the evangelical sense (where the replacement of one re
ligious system by another is sought) can be regarded as dubious tam
pering with a workable world view that provides no benefits that the
society requires to meet its challenges.

This is only one example of

an ebhnoeentrism that fails to distinguish between the truly efficient

lit
components of Anglo culture and the value system which is appropriate
to its members alone0
The answer 1 suggest is not by any means original nor is it a
complex statement of relationships0 If we accept the idea that the
parts of a cultural system ought to be consistent with one another and
the idea that formal education of some sort is necessary for the sur
vival of Navaho cultures then we suggest some means by which formal
education can be integrated into an on-going eneulturation system with
some minimal consistency with all other institutions in that society«
The solution lies in the repeated declaration of loessel thats 11the
school belongs to the community,,"
In some sense5 my presentation suggests a new problem rather
than a solution to the old one0 I do not ask how schools can be bet
ter administered for the benefit.of the Navaho; I ask Insteadg how
can the Navaho be brought to managetheir own schools?

How a unified

Navaho cultural system (which includes the concept of schools and
formal education) can be brought into being is an entirely different
approach in contrast to the "vacuum ideology" we have noted as being
prevalento

The necessity for doing this is inherent in the definition

of a viable culture0 Any other course can only lead to the elimina
tion of the Navaho as a distinct cultural entityo

Without the inter

ference of a program of directed changes perhaps such a result is
inevitableo

Putting the ethical questions to one side, I can ask

whether it is pragmatically desirable for the larger component of the
plural society to allow this destruction to occur if it has the means

to prevent it0 As to thiss I would borrow the evolutionary perspec=
tlve found in Sahlins* concept of "evolutionary potential11 and suggest
that the preservation of viable variation in a complex society allows
greater potential for response to unknowable future selection pres
sures on that society (Sahlins and Service i960),

Uniformity promotes

stability but stability in the face of change in surrounding circum
stances spells disaster for the continued orderly development of the
system challengedo
this then is my view of the problem that exists in cross cul
tural education and of the character of the needed solution.
an approach to this that I view the project examined,

It is as

I have stipu

lated the "why11 and the "what" of our theoretical perspective, but it
is in terms of the "how" that my analysis of the project proceeds,
i
K

'
H
.

In my summary section, I shall focus on three conditions which
may define the requirements for a change program of this kind,

I shall

indicate them but briefly here in order to lend coherence to the in
tervening analysis,
1,

In the area where change is to be induced, there must be an

awareness on the part of the members of the concerned society that
existing institutions are failing to perform their proper functions.
In other words, a problem exists that requires a solution.

In the

common parlance of those who concern themselves with community de
velopment, this is a "felt need" (Spicer
Ghap, 2j Biddle and Biddle 1965)0

292j Goodenough 1963s

2p In accord with the above* there must be a recognition that the
innovation to be introduced is in fact a solution to the “felt need”
(Erasmus 1961s Chap0 II; Barnett 1953s Ghap0 XIII)*
3o

Most critical of all, the innovation must be made available in

such a way that it can be structurally integrated into existing systems
with a minimum of distortion o Some mechanism must be brought into
being whereby the society is able to take hold and utilize the innova*
tion0 This last point is our major concern in this treatment (Spicer
1952s 289-91$ Foster 1962s 162)*
Description of Study
I first became aware of the demonstration project as an em
ployee of the Office of Economic Opportunity working in the Research
and Demonstration office of the Community Action Programs,

At this

time, the project was located at Lukachukai (a community not far dis
tant from Rough Rock) and my contact with it was largely in terms of
evaluating its administrative difficulties —

a condition which I

shall indicate briefly in a treatment of the history of the project*
I have, in seme sense then* been familiar with the project since its
very .beginning*
By the next year* the project had been transferred to Rough
Rock and I had entered graduate school and conceived the idea of a
study of the kind that I report here*

Under the joint support of

the project itself and the Bureau of Ethnic Research at the University
of Arizona* I began a more systematic program of observation*

luring most of a year, I was able to spend some time each
month at lough lock and most of this time was spent in interviewing
the members of the staff and observing the actual operation of school
programs0 luring this period, I was basically attempting to isolate
the principles of the project (which I shall describe later) and at«=
tempting to suggest the extent to which these were shared by other
than the directing staff6 1 was also able to make limited observa
tions of the activities of community members in relation to the school.
luring the summer of 196?, my wife and I set up residence in
one of the dormitories of the school and embarked upon a program of
interviewing in the community.

These interviews were ©pen-ended but

guided by a more of less fixed number of areas about which X sought
responses*

They ranged in length from one to two hours depending

largely upon the willingness of the informant to go into detail on the
issues raised*

in interpreter was used —

a young Navah© high school

graduate soon to go to college — who lived in the area on the moun
tain that was associated with lough lock and who, when younger, at
tended the old day school that the new project boarding facility re
placed*
Key interviews were sought with the actual school board mem
bers and with persons prominent in the community which included the
former head of the day school, the trader, and the Evangelical Friends
missionary*

General interviews beyond these key persons were, few and

those few were, selected bn.the basis of accessibility and availability,
Much time was spent traveling because informants selected from the
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school map were quite often not at the designated camp due to seasonal
moves or were quite simply not at homeo
Much of what is said about the activities of the school board
is taken from the recorded minutes of its deliberations0 These min=
utes are most uneven in the detail of their coveragea One or two are
verbatim transcripts apparently taken from tapes but most are simply
indications of major topics discussed with some remarks as to the
initiator of each topic and its ultimate resolution.,

More will be

said of these transcripts later0
Informal talks with English speaking staff were numerous but .
the lack of any facility in Mavaho prevented the same kind of informal
activity with community people,

in attempt was made to get a written

response from a group of local adolescents enrolled in the Mavaho
Youth Corps program*

This too was phrased as an open-ended situation

with the youths being asked to indicate in any form what they thought
were the best and worst things about their time in schools

The re

sponse to this was virtually nil and was not followed up<,
The observation period was obviously very limited and no
claims are made for these data as being in any sense definitive@

1

plans on the strength of these materials? to portray a limited se
quence of events focused on the activities of the staff and of the
school boardo

All findings are to be regarded as tentative*

The

project is only now entering its second year and any significant
change of a far reaching character can hardly be proved in so short
a time even had the field work been more intensiveQ

GHAPTBB 2
THE PBOJECT
The project at Bough Bock is an example of directed culture
change? change in the obvious sense that an alteration in the cus
tomary relationship of school and community is sought? directed in
that the change arises not from the community but is initiated by a
group of change agents not of the target populahion0 In such a program9 the conscious aspect separates directed change from the more
general category -*=» acculturation —

in the same way that we have

separated education from enculturation (Spicer 19614$ 520)®

To under

stand the process that takes place in such a situation, it is neces
sary to consider the goals and assumptions of the change agents and
to examine the means by which they proceed

to implement their goals®

It is, therefore, our intention in this chapter to describe the ori
gins of the project and to examine its stated principles as a first
step in the analysis ofchange®
Background of the Project
This historical summary of events leading to the establishment
of the present Bough lock project is derived primarily from the "First
Monthly Report" submitted by the project in July, 1965 to the spon
soring agencies and from interviews with the project director,
Br® Robert Boessel®
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Am innovative project of this kind must be considered to
spring from a general dissatisfaction with the state of Indian educationo

A survey$ now famous as the Meriam Report (Meriam, 1928), of the

Indian condition serves as a landmark indicating the beginning of
widespread,, popular awareness of Indian problems — educational and
otberwise0 Woener, who presents a general history of events in Mavaho
education, provides a picture of,the experimental programs of the
©oilier BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs) administration arising from
this report (Moener 19&1)«, Incidentally, the ©oilier programs in this
presentation do not seem (in their emphasis on community control) dis~
similar to the theme of the Rough Rock efforts
Since the time of the Meriam Report, there has been an in
creasing effort to improve the education of the Indian,,

Accompanying

this, since World War II and the return of the veterans, has been an ■
increasing demand for education on the part of the Navahos —

pre- •

sumably as a result of the value orientation that Vogt ascribes to the
Mavaho veterans0 This is reported as, ”000the veterans* conviction
that the time has arrived when Mavahos must come to terms with the
larger world of the whites, and that education for the younger genera
tion of Mavahos is one definite way of solving the problem1* (Vogt
1951s 100)o
The continued existence of unease over the progress of Indian
education is indicated by the relatively recent "Task Force" report
to the Department of the Interior which states,
oacthe task force recognizes that a major problem centers
around the Indian lack of formal education, oothe gap between

Indians and non-Indians will widen unless the Bureau in
creases its efforts to provide educational opportunities
for all school age children, to improve the quality of
education through adequate and qualified staffing, and to
increase opportunities for adults who
have been denied
regular schooling (Keeler 1961$ 22)».
Statistical studies of Indian achievement in school such as
Indians in School by James Officer and the appropriate sections of
such works as the state sponsored report New Mexico Indians Today By
Anne M0 Smith tend to support this appraisal with a definite picture
of a gap between the Indian and the general population in all areas
(Officer 1956$ Smith 1965).
two sources manifesting this general concern for the condition
of Indian education converged in early 196% to give rise to the pro
ject.

In 1930, the Navaho tribe created by tribal Council Resolution

a separate education committee which over the years has becomein
creasingly vocal in itsadesire to improve the education provided for
the Navaho (Yazzie 1963).

Before and since the creation of the com

mittee, the "resolutions" largely reflect a concern with the mechanics
and, in some sense, the quantity of education — focusing on the
building of more schools, the provision of scholarships, providing
clothing for school children, and the like (Yazzie 1963).

The present

chairman of the education committee and the Navaho Tribal Chairman had
begun, however (sometime prior to the 196% date), to explore the pos
sibility of an experimental school on the reservation —

an interest

of which the Indian Education Center at the Arizona State University
in Tempe was aware.

This education center was primarily involved in the training
of teachers but has sponsored research and conducted conferences in
the development of new techniques in Indian education^

loessel, the

director of the center, was for a time a teacher on the Mavaho Reser
vation at Round lock and is himself married to a Navahoo

He suggests

that they at the center were aware that many new and untried ap
proaches in Indian education showed great promise and they, therefore,
considered the idea of a demonstration school where these could be
tried« All such efforts were apparently defeated by a lack of a
source of funds0
The factor which brought the two critical groups together was
the passage of the "Economic Opportunity Act of 1961s.11 which provided
a potential source of supporte loessel became a member of the ^Indian
Task Force on Title II" which made recommendations to the newly cre
ated 0E0 (Office of Economic Opportunity) concerning the "Community
Action" programs established under Title II of the act0 Sixteen
tribes were asked to submit proposals under this title, including the
Mavahoe

In 196k, talks were held between the Navaho Education Com

mittee and Roessel| the outcome of these talks was the decision to
explore the funding of a demonstration school by the 0E0o
Sanford Kravitz, head of the 010 Research and Demonstration
Branch established under Section 207 of Title II, visited the reser
vation at this time and suggested that such a project would probably
be fundable under the provisions of Section 207*

An initial proposal

was prepared by Roessel and the Navaho Education Committee» Much of

the concern shown at this time by the members of the committee was in
terms of creating a school open to the members of the community and
responsive to the felt needs of that community,)

The original proposal

was modest and very limited but after the possibility of strong sup=»
port became apparents the project was expanded to make it a signifi
cant national demonstration^.

There was general agreement that it was

to be a demonstration of principles in Indian education and not simply
a service project for the single community selected as the site0
Prior to final approval by the OEOj, local and national offi
cials of the BIA were approached both by the 0E0 and the Navaho Tribe
to secure their cooperation and to select a school*

The first choice

of the project staff fell on three schools| lough lock, Lukaehukaig
and lock Point ? all located within an area familiar to Boessel0 He
suggests, “We wanted a place where we knew the people and could avoid
unnecessary problems of understanding.“
For a number of reasons, largely administrative, only Lukachukai could be made available by the BIA and it was decided to locate
the project there*

Final approval was given by the 010 in June of

196$ and the project began at Lukaehukai in July*

I will not dwell

ontfehe occurrences at Lukaehukai except to indicate that the project,
while developing, was not successful and failed for reasons which,
while unfortunate, are not significant in terms of either the aims or
methods of the project*
It would appear that the school staff was confused about the
nature of the project from the beginning and had only accepted reluc
tantly a decision made at a higher level*

The school continued to

operate in accordance with prescribed Bureau practice — following the
usual scheduling with the normal Bureau complement of staff for a
school of this size<, The project personnel, specialists in academic
areas and community development, were superimposed on this structure.
Over-all administrative responsibility was through a policy committee
composed of tribal, project, and staff representatives, Ho clear
division of responsibility was ever devised between school and project
and throughout, any decision of the slightest importance had to be
dealt with by the full committee which met too infrequently to play
an extensive role in day to day administration.
The end result was that the school staff continued their nor
mal programs and the project staff were effectively confined to nonclassroom activities that would not disrupt the usual schedule.

The

project staff did in fact develop a body of experimental materials in
a number of areas that were later put to use at lough look but, except
for the programs of the guidance counseling specialist who was able to
work with individuals outside the classroom, few of these programs and
materials were ever put to any sort of test.
In May of 1966, the author, representing the OEO, visited the
project to consider refunding for the next year#

Discussions held

ended with general agreement that the administrative structure then
in operation was preventing the project from reaching any of its
goals#

Fortunately at this point, B1A officials (both local and

national) had made a similar appraisal and set forth a proposal to
the tribe and to the 0E0o Meetings were held both in Washington and

on the reservation the mxtgome of which was am offer by the SEA. to
turn over the newly completed boarding school facility at lough lock
to the project to be staffed and run entirely as a demonstration#
They would provide the facilities with all normal equipment plus
making available to the project the amount of funds normally allocated
for the operation of the school«,
The 0E0 was completely satisfied with such an arrangement but
stipulated that for a project of this magnitude^ a director of suitable
experience must be found= Ultimately^ loessel9 one of the originators
of the program, agreed (in spite of compelling personal considera
tions )to act as directorQ When this agreement was reached, a pro
posal far more extensive than the earlier effort was submittedo
Representatives of the project and of the tribe addressed a meeting
of the Bough lock-Many Farms Ghapter. and secured a vote of approval
for locating the experiment there* .More will be said of this meeting
in the next chapter*
Almost immediately, however, further confusion arose over who
was to administer the new grants*

Both federal agencies stood ready

to fund the project but who was to receive them and accept legal re
sponsibility for the school?

The Mavaho Tribal Council went out of

session before acting upon a resolution accepting responsibility*
The public school district at nearby Ghinle was consulted and, while
originally eager to participate, were apparently barred by law from
the conduct of a boarding school*

With the close of the fiscal year

upon them there was some concern at the time that the project would

fail to be realized = At this pointj, a private non-profit corporation
was farmed to accept the funds0
BJuloEU came into being*

The Word formed means “the people1*

in the Mavaho language and the letters are meant to stand for Develop
ment in Mavaho Education. The directors of the new organization weres
and remain,'Mr® Allen Xazzie, chairman of the Mavaho Education Oemmitteei Hr* led Hatathli, director of the.Tribal Resources Bivision^
and $6?e Buy Gorman, Councilman from Ghinleo

Contracts were signed

with the Bureau allowing the corporation to administer the school and
funds were received from the QEO to support the innovative aspects of
the program* . Staff were quickly hired and in the summer of 1966, the
project began at lough lock*

It is from this point on that our analy

sis proceeds*
As something of an aside, it might be well to comment on an
aspect of the directed change process that is illustrated in this
narrative but which is rarely dealt with in considerations of princi
ples to be observed by the innovator*

This is the mechanistic problem

of administration* Before a development program can begin, there must
be some clear definition of the responsibility of the persons involved
in implementing the program*

Ward Hunt Qoodenough in his book Cooper

ation in Changea devotes a chapter to this problem where he focuses
principally on the relations between the “operators'* responsible for
conduct of a program and the ®administrators1' responsible for its
ultimate direction (Qoodenough 1963)0

At Sukaehukai, the problem en

countered was primarily in terms of internal administrative breakdown

In the ’'operating'8 maito

fbe soiaree of this is traceable^ however,

to the lack of definition and direction by the higher "administrative”
units as to the responsibility of the two segments of the "operating"
staff*
Perhaps a consideration of this kind is not essential to the
understanding of the process of change in the abstract .where a per«=
fectly flexible and responsive mechanism can be assumed, but to assume
automatically that an appropriate organization exists in a practical
program of directed change is a serious mistake^

Many a program has

probably been counted a failure when the ideas that it sought to test
may never have gotten into operation at alio
Aims and Assumptions
In this section, we are attempting to suggest what the project
has set out to accomplish and how its personnel have proposed to pro
ceed toward these ends*

The written statements of the project de*

scribing its purposes and the other materials which are products of
the project staff —
goals*

all define a range of specific programmatic

Interspersed throughout these materials and more directly

stated through interviews are a number of basic conceptions which I
haye arranged in a series of artificailly orderly categories*

The

numbered statements are abstractions which have been made by the
author but which I believe to represent the ideology of the innova
tors*

As these concepts are derived from the statements of the di

recting staff, one of the questions that we must ask is the extent to
which they are shared by other staff, a matter that we shall consider

more extensively in this chapter in our treatment of the ^mechanismo11
•le

the Mavaho and other Indian peoples faced by the challenge of

a bicultural environment need instruction through formal education in
the ways of the surrounding society if they are to maintain their in
tegrity as individuals and their identity as a culture =,
This is the basic and largely unspoken assumption of the pro
ject*

Most of the staff#.as we shall see# are quite surprised to be

asked to define the purpose of Indian education but the theme defined
above recurs throughout the writings of the innovators*

Perhaps the

best formulation of this was made by the director in a publication of
his entitled Handbook of Indian Education in which he said:
The Indian child today lives between two worlds,, On the one
hand there is the traditional way of life represented by the
culture of the Indians prior to the coming of the white man0
On the other hand there is the modern American civilization
with its own distinctive patterns and sets of values00oo
Education is the vehicle that may be used by the Indian to
acquire the fruits and blessings of the white mans way of
life (Boessel 1960s 19)0
2*

The Indian peoples are aware of this need and want education

but are not satisfied with the kind they are getting or its results0
This is directly stated in a section of the first monthly re
port# 18Indians want education but are becoming increasingly discrimi
nating as to the kind of education they are receiving11 (Boessel 1966 s
88)o This theme occurs frequently and is amplified in point five0
3*

Present and past efforts in education have generally failed

in preparing the Indian to deal adequately with either culture*
Obviously# the above is a necessary assumption of an innova
tive project of this kind# yet it also remains largely unspoken*

As

we described in the nBackgroundM section* this is the source of the
projects
ho

To succeed* education for the Indian must prepare the indi

vidual to function in both existing cultural contexts and not just the
surrounding society,,
Shis is what the project characterises as the "both/and"
approach and is the essential educational themes
Indian families recognised the need for education but felt
the price they were asked to pay was very high,ooeither you
became an American* accept the new way and travel down the
road to progress* or you remain an Indian* retain the old '
superstitions and Become a failure.*. Under this philosophy*
cultural disintegration was commonplace and Indian youths
paid an enormous price for their education (Soessel I960:

102}*
Characterising this prior approach as the “either/or*'• the
project contrasts it with the "both/and" which they propose?
Under the "both/and" approach Indian students are made aware
not only of the advantages and, positive aspects of being an
Indian (sie)0 The Indian student is taught to be proud he
is both American and Indiano He learns the positive features
of both ways of life*■ He learns how these can be integrated
into a meaningful whole. (Roessel I960? 109)0
5>o However* neither this nor any other educational program for
Indian children can succeed unless the view: is shared by the Indian
people*

This cannot occur until the school forms a meaningful part

of the culture and this will only result if the school has“a place
in the life of the community*
The project assumes that schools have not been a part of the
community* thus:
Decisions affecting the education of Indian children were
not made by Indian parents* but rather by government
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officials a0»the parents felt left out and unnecessary<, The
participation of the parent has been severely confined6
His role is to take home the youngster at different holidays
during the school year and to have him returned at a certain
timeooco (Roessel 196©8 97-=Sl)c.
These five points represent the basic ideology underlying the
planning of the innovators.

We shall have more to say about the prin

ciples of change implied if not stated in the project 's aims, in our
final analysiso

The statements given here form the basis of the .

broad project goals which are the direct objectives to be achieved by
the specific programs, and techniques» There are two such goals around
which all else is centered;
I,

To develop and implement a school program in all grades which

prepares the Indian pupil to function effectively both as a Mavaho
and in the context of American society,

2e

To make possible the achievement of the first goal by pro

ducing a change in the role of the school in the communitys

in

essenceg to make the school meaningful in the context of Navaho cul
ture*
©ne of these major goals is not extensively treated in this
paper though it does form the bulk of the manpower expenditure at
Hough Rocko

And that is the first which deals with those aspects of

classroom activity and educational technology necessary to produce
a viable blend of Mavaho and Anglo instruction.

This is not to say

that this aspect is net of great importance to the problems addressed
in Indian education but our major interest is the same as that of the
project.

The director has framed the ease as follows s "The phil

osophy underlying and permeating the Hough Bock Demonstration School
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is that the Mavaho people have the right and ability to provide lead
ership in the education of their children11 (Roessel 1960s 1)0 It is
with the programs designed to bring about this second goal that I
shall be concerned,,
,Programs
Obviously there are a number of specific programs designed to
bring about these overarching goals suggested aboveo

I shall concen=

trate attention on those which have some bearing on bringing about
change in the customary relationship of school and community*

I will*

howeverg briefly indicate here the full range of programs so as to
provide further background for understanding the approach and diffi
culties of the innovators* In some sense, the existence of these
special purpose programs is a contradiction of the announced inten
tion of the school to respond to the communityti Programs devised in
advance of any contact or feedback from the community are central to
the project*

These are areas of effort in which the impetus is

clearly the educators8 professional appraisal of the needs of the
Mavaho and not in fact the expressed "felt needs" of the community*
This is not a serious departure but a necessary first step given the
lack of familiarity with educational technology that we shall explore
in our treatment of the community*

Something must be offered to

shieh the community can respond and — - so long as willingness to
change is built into the approach —

experimentation in these areas

does not detract from the responsiveness of the project*

There is some further limitation on the project in regard to
its agreement with the B1A„

It was agreed that the school will "carry

out a complete educational and home living program for two hundred and
ten Navaho hoarding students and sixty Navab© day-students from begin
ners through grade six, which will provide each student an educational
equivalent of not less than that provided by public and federal
schools in the surrounding area" (Koessel 1966s l5l)o

There must be

some tempering of complete freedom of experimentation in that the
graduates of the school are to be fed into more conventional schools
and the individual students must demonstrate the skills required in
that context*

Because of this, the classroom procedures tend inevi

tably to be the most conservative and stable elements in the over-all
program^

Here too we will find that community Interests are such that

this is not a serious limitation to their sense of participation and
controlo

In the best of all possible worlds, the program could be

completely flexible in all areas, but when dealing with human beings
such laboratory freedom is not obtainable nor, I suspect, desirable0
Bducatlonal Programs
The educational program has undergone much change from the
beginning of the program*

In some sense, the program in the first

year could be called conventional in that most classroom activity
was focused on traditional topics and the innovative aspects were
only beginning to make themselves felt*

Materials in the Navaho

language and materials in English with a Navaho focus (as in history
texts and the like) were being developed in the first year but it is
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only in the second.year that we find them extensively employed,,

Our

description of the educational programs focuses on the second year as
the most complete expression of the-project approach.
the program is first ungraded —

in the sense that age is not

the criteria by which children are arranged in classes.

Instead* they

are grouped by ability in each separate field of study.

There is an

age discrimination in that the total range of programs is broken into
two phases
grade.

beginners through third grade* and fourth through sixth

Flexibility of -assignments occurs only within a phase and not

between the phases and thus* great age disparities are reduced.
The courses of study differ only slightly in the two phases
as to general subject matter but between phases as between groups
within a phase* the difficulty of the material covered is progressive.
The courses in Phase I are:

reading and T1S1 ("Teaching English as a

Second language" program)* science and mathematics* Havaho language
and Navaho social living* TESL and transfer* and physical education.
All of these are also offered in Phase II with the. addition of social
studies* home economics* and industrial arts.
The programs center about three basic themes.

The first is

obviously the provision of the knowledge and skills of the Anglo world
necessary to success in that world and In this the programs are not
significantly different from a more conventional school.
The single departure from common practice is in the TESL
program.

Directly related to the over-all bieultural goals* this

program focuses on providing a command of the English language as the

3k
first essential step in successful manipulation of Anglo culture0 The
program was devised by a linguist and its important elements were em
phasised by the educational director.
The basis is the teaching of each of the two languages as a
system with its own rules and structure.

Operationally^ the point is

not to translate and thereby transfer rules and structure from one
language to another.

Method is built on the idea of a liswitching

rule" associating the language with appropriate cultural cues as in
the establishment in each classroom of a Navaho corner in which only
lavaho can be spoken,

Reinforcing the behavior5 the language areas

are provided with objects characteristic of the appropriate culture.
The second theme is the learning of the Navaho language| in
a sense this program is the mirror image of the TESL program.

It is

in fact the other half of a complete program of bilingualism.

We

shall comment briefly on this aspect in our consideration of the mech
anism to point out some practical difficulties.
The third and most innovative theme is what the project refers
to as “cultural identification,“ These are the topics subsumed under
the course label Navaho Social Living# although some of the materials
find their way into topical areas.

The focus here is to provide

teaching materials relevant to the Navaho context and to develop spe
cific courses which reinforce the eneulturative activities of the
parents rather than opposing them.

Ultimately# this body of material

is aimed toward some kind of equality or balance with the purely
Anglo material in order to bring about the bicultural goals.

I do not intend here to eoament upon or to evaluate these
educational programs for a number of reasonso

Primarily because they

were not the objects of this study and therefore in all fairness I
must withhold comments

Additionally5, the results of programs of this

kind which aim toward the individual child cannot be realistically
appraised until a much longer time has passed in their implementation
than is now the ease0 I would suggest that the only fair test of
such goals would come in an examination of a class of children who,
having gone through all grades at Bough Bock, graduate and enter the
bicultural milieu for which they are in theory being prepared0 Their
performance, academic and otherwise, at this point treated compara
tively would make a fascinating study but (perhaps unfortunately) this
is not such a study0
We are more directly concerned with those specific efforts
being taken to forge new links in the relationship of community and
school and we shall treat in greater detail those programs directed
toward this end*

For our present purpose of analysis of this process,

the content of the school curriculum is irrelevant except to the
extent that it affects the response of the community to the school0
The aim after all is to have the content of education determined by
the community served and, at least in theory, all of the approaches
of the innovators could ultimately be discarded by the people0 The
problem, as we suggested in our introduction, is to sbmehow place such
a decision making responsibility in the hands of Navahos„

Gommunity Programs
these are programs designed to change the relationship between
school and community„ Many of them have an educational aspect as well
but this is not our focus as we have indicated0 While all of these
programs affect or are intended to affect in some way the links of
school and community, I have divided them into two broad categories
according to whether they (1) seek to effect some change in the par
ticipation in the educational process by members of the community or
whether they (2) seek to provide new functions for the school in the
community6
Participation in the Education Process
The School Board „ 11The demonstration school shall operate
“
;
;
>
under a Board of Education chosen by the local Navaho community and
which shall have the responsibility of providing direction and leader
ship8 (Boessel 1,966s 98}0 School boards have previously existed in
BIA, schools but "This policy has been ineffective in that these schools
boards have no legal role and no actual responsibility" (Boessel 1966s

98)0 At Bough Rock, the school board members are intended to have the
major responsibility in that they will "o..review and recommend cur
ricular changes and additions" (Boessel 1966: 98)„ An understanding
of the development of this board is the aim of Chapter k along with
some attempt to assess the effect of the other programs listed in
this section©
Dormitory Parents. Educationally, this program is designed
to carry the bicultural activity blend into the dormitories by

providing Navaho staffing,.

It serves to involve the parents of chil

dren in their care and to some extent in their instruction in the dor
mitory contexto

As with all of the programs which bring Havahos into

the school compound for greater or lesser periods, it is intended to
increase their familiarity with the activities of a school.
Instructional Aides. Navaho aides are used throughout the
project.

Assigned to classrooms, they assist teachers in instruction

and act as interpreters for.the largely non-Navaho speaking staff.
They also serve in the dormitories in the same way as do the parents.
Navaho Storytellers. Older Navahos are asked to record
legends, songs, and stories for the curriculum development center.
Additionally, they come on a regularly paid basis to tell their tales
to the children in the dormitories and in the classroom.
Community Coordinators. Navahos, preferably from the local
area are used here to act as "go betweens11 charged with explaining
the project to the community on an individual absis and feeding back
on the same basis the reactions of the people to the programs.
General Employment. Wherever possible throughout the project,
local residents are employed as, a matter of policy. The common BIA
practice of setting English language capability and educational
attainment standards for unskilled work such as janitorial is aban
doned.

Many of the project offices have local Navahos as aides and

virtually, the entire maintenance staff including the kitchen staff is
made up of local people.

Jobs tend to be rotated so that more people

may be employed and so become familiar with the school as well as

receive most useful pay0 As we shall see, this rotation is a major
theme with the school board members; they have defended it against
project attempts to suggest more stable employment» Given the range
of unskilled jobs available and the relatively short length of the
employment tour of duty, it is probable that any person in the com
munity who wanted to do so could have had a job of some kindo
Qpen°door0 The buildings of the school compound are open to
all during their hours of operation6 An attempt is made to encourage
classroom visitation by parents and lounging areas are provided in
the main building for visitors for this and other purposes0 Inter
preters are available in the building to answer questions that arise6
Related to this pattern of unrestricted movement is the often an
nounced policy that “the child belongs to the parents and not to the
school*M

This results in a willingness which is formalized as policy

to allow any child to be withdrawn from school at any time after in
forming the project that this is to be done*
Home Visitation^

"While the other listed programs focus on■

bringing the parents into contact with the school, the home visitation
effort is directed toward the object of bringing the staff into con
tact with the parents*

Teachers are required to visit the home of

each child at some point in the year to explain the instruction the
child is receiving and the progress being made*

Visits are arranged

in advance by the coordinators, and the child accompanies the teacher
as does the coordinator to act as interpreter*

Changing Uses of the School
These programs tend to overlap those above bat aim primarily
toward giving the school a direct function In the community beyond its
purely child centered educational activity0
Adult Education, The amount of formal instruction to adult
members of the community had been slight and has taken place largely
in the context of some kinds of instruction for those working at the
schools

There continues the intention to provide resources and staff

for programs seen as necessary by the community^

In the first year,

other activities.than such formal instruction fell to the lot of those
staff charged with adult education^

These are now reported by the

project as Economic Development and also as Community Developments
Subsumed under these headings is a general intention to pro=
vide —

through the school »=• assistance'to the community in meeting

its non»edueational diffieulties0 Here we find efforts to organize
cooperatives for the purchase and marketing of livestock and the
presently developing plan to establish a handicraft toy factory to
supply reservation sehools0 Plans have been considered for the es
tablishment of a gas station and a post office branch was establishedr
for reasons we shall examine later*

Hay has been stockpiled at the

school having been bought cheaply and distributed at near cost with
great saving effect during the devastating storm of the winter of
1967-68*
Community Center* This has in some sense the same essential
idea as the aboveo

The intention has been to make the resources of

the school available to the community and to carry on an information
program to acquaint people with the possibilities of these resources*
The school is the most massive concentration of Anglo expertise and
technical equipment in the area*

The effect is largely an informal

reflection of the ©pen door policy which in this case extends to making
available laundry facilities^ showers, and phones, etc*
.Arts and Grafts. This is listed under a separate heading
only because it is so treated by the project*

It is in essence the

most successful of the adult edueation/development efforts*

It is a

cooperative with the emphasis on training new practitioners of tra
ditional skills and providing them with pay during their period of
training and the necessary tools to continue afterwards* It also
functions to supply materials and to market the finished products*
Sommunity Recreation* This is a formalized attempt to carry
out the intention of making resources available in the area of reereationo. It includes dances, rodeos, weekly movies and the like*

Some

such functions are attended only by the staff but many draw a large
community crowd*
Means
Given the goals and the programs 9 we examine here the nature
of the means, and mechanism intended to implement the aims*

Let us

note first that lough Rock is not designed as a "one of a kind" pro
ject but is instead intended to provide a replicable model that can
be inaugurated elsewhere on the Navaho reservation and, indeed, on
other reservations*

This is the aim of its demonstration emphasis*

With this in mind* we are called upon to comment upon the level of
funding of the project as the basic “means
At first glance* the project seems, generously financed having
a normal BIA operating budget and an approximately equal amount from
the OlGo

In short* something like double the normal budgeto

This

would seem to rule out its being a model for replication at anywhere
near the normal cost* but this first glance is misleading.

Much of

the money is invested in experimental work that would not be dupli
cated elsewhere once having been done; the development of special
teaching.materials is one example and/the large staff devoted to the
exploration and development of new programs is another,

I would sug

gest that the actual operating core* exclusive of developmental pro
grams* would only be slightly larger than the usual Bureau expenditure*
and the bulk of this would be in terms of the use of Mavaho aides in
dormitories and classes and the rather small expense of the school
board.

Some purely economic programs are even now being converted to

other forms of financing and while the model would include their in
clusion in any replica* it would also suggest that costs can be met
outside the normal funding through such agencies as the Office of
Mavah© Economic Opportunity0 '
As to the adequacy of the funding for present purposes* I
would suggest that no administrator who ever lived found his funding
excessiveo

A program that Is in a constant state of flux in its at

tempts to respond to the community over such a wide range of areas*
as we have indicated* must inevitably find itself unable to do all

)

.

ia

that might be done £ m lack of ftandsQ Me can only suggest that the
project has greater means in terms of funds for its purposes than any
other single school,,

fhis is quite appropriate considering;, as before^

the wide range of experiments it seeks to conduct exclusive of normal
operating,.
Administration
Unlike the Lukaehukai experiment9 the Bough lock effort is
highly structured with closely defined'positions arranged hierarchi
cally» Lines of authority are in general well defined so that deci
sions can be made quickly and put into action immediately,
At the top of the pyramid is the School Board which has ulti
mate responsibility for policy direction.

The head of the project is

the: Director who exercises responsibility for the development and
operation of all phases of the school.

Immediately responsible to

the Director are three Assistant Directors for each of the major ad
ministrative subdivisions of the project.
Administrative Services is the housekeeping arm of the pro
ject including payroll, office management;,, plant management, and
kiSebea-operation,. Community Services includes all those activities
directly concerned with the alteration of school community relations.
It also subsumes functions that cannot be called educational such as:
adult education, arts and crafts training, cultural identification,
recreation, dormitory services, community aides and school community
specialists.

Educational Services holds responsibility for actual

classroom instruction and the development of instructional materials

k3
and techniques,,

The head of this division functions essentially as

the school principle» Sections include the teacher aide program,
TESL, speech therapy, and counseling, ete0
Facilities
The Bough lock installation is typical of the facilities that
the BIA has been building on the reservation in recent years.

It has

a large central building for classrooms and administrative offices, a
separate dining hall and kitchen, and two dormitory buildings.

All

of these are quite modern in appearance and seem well conceived for
their purpose,

.All of the various functions from classroom to kitchen

are quite well equipped to begin with and the project has added extra
features such as closed circuit television to provide a standard of
physical plant that any public school district would be envious of.
Housing for the staff is provided in a range of similar houses
of varying sizes.

All of these buildings are clustered together in a

compound surrounded by a wire fence intended to keep out stock.

This

clustering of the buildings is perhaps the only unfortunate aspect of
this school.

Doubtless it is advantageous, perhaps even essential,

in terms of economy of land use and the provision of such, facilities
as water and electricity.

Still, it does give an unfortunately pre

cise line of demarcation between school and community.

The little

island of excellent facilities contrasts quite sharply with the scat
tered and inconspicuous Navaho hogans.

This immediately strikes the

Angle visitor and can be presumed to have struck the Navaho as well.

New Directions and Personnel
While the Rough Rock school has quite obviously forged new
programss and in this sense already succeeded in changing the existing
Blit school pattern, it faces a problem in terms of personnel orienta
tion to these new concepts0 If the relation of school and community
is to be altered, the first change must come in terms of the school
itself by making available new opportunities of participation to the
peopleo

The programs listed are designed to do this but the theoreti

cal workings of the project must depend on their implementation by
actual persons who must themselves be committed to the aims and per
suaded of their value» The personnel at Rough Rock, as in any social
unit, must have seme body of shared beliefs and purposes as part of
the necessary motivation to perform the rather trying tasks that are
demanded of them0 Toward this end, interviews were conducted with the
staff and a questionnaire administered to obtain reactions to basic
issues at stake in the project*
There are at the time of this writing 90 employees of a U
kinds —

professional, local, temporary, and permanent*

ber, approximately 60 were Mavahes —

Of this num

mostly local people in temporary

positions such as dormitory parents and teachers* aides, etc*

However,

some local people hold relatively permanent positions and several jobs
are held by non-local Navahos including, at the highest level, the
position of education director*

The bulk of the non-Navah© employees

have gained their experience of Indian education in the service of
the SEA and have presumably formed their expectations ©n this basis*

In some real senses the project is faced with implementing a
program designed to change the customary procedures of Indian schools,
with a staff — Navaho and Anglo =»•=- which has some tendency to reflect
the values and procedures of the thing to.be changedQ Is of course^
except the directing staff* by and large* as these have been respon
sible for the design of the project*

As we suggested in our intro

duction* education for the cross cultural situation does not appear
to have been well worked out in the philosophy of the educators and
the personnel of the project certainly should be expected to reflect
that philosophy*
The response to this need for education to begin at home is
reflected in the extensive efforts of the project in terms of what
they call "orientation*" In both years of operation* staff have been
required to be on hand early for a two week orientation period in
which the history and philosophy of the project are presented*

The

bulk of these sessions is devoted to specific topical presentations —
T!SL and the like -<=■ but an effort is made* particularly in the di
rector's talks to these meetings* to relate the assigned activities
of staff to the aims of the project*
,This formal instruction has been relatively successful in that
most of the staff interviewed include some of thebasic concepts of
the project in their responses*

With only a few exceptions* all stress

the idea of community involvement as a primary aim of the demonstra
tion*

There is* of course* a continuing learning process of the staff

and the interviews taken were concentrated in thefirst year and

reflect only the beginnings of change in attitudess so that absolute
uniformity is not to be expeeiedo
lather than present a detailed analysis of the reflected atti
tudes of the staffs it seems more appropriate to indicate them in a
generalized way0 The range of such attitudes can be contrasted with
the model indicated for the project ideology as an initial target for
changee
In this ideal model of the unreconstructed staff members edu
cation is a given0 It is a good per se which requires no justifica
tion,,

The point and purpose of education is (where given at all)

described in very general terms of the "good life0" Everyone is
assumed to want education so as to attain the good life and any hesi
tancy is ascribed to very particular and individual motives —
over not getting a job and the like*

pique

More specifically, education

accomplishes its contribution to the good life in terms of economics*
Most responses which become this precise were in terms of getting
jobs or better jobs*
In their appraisal of the Navaho, the vacuum ideology pre
viously described is apparent even in the face of some superficial
commitment to community involvement*

The involvement aspect is

usually thought of in terms of bringing the Navahos to accept the
work of the educators rather than bringing them to participate in its .
direction*

In the vacuum ideology, the lavaho are not thought of as

an alternative approach to living but as a lesser and incomplete
approach* In other than their curious ceremonials, they are not

"thought to be distinctive and, to some extent, assertions that dif
ferences might exist are treated as '’predjudice1' (presumably as a
poorly digested reflection of the civil rights movement)0
Improvement in education is generally dealt with in terms of
educational technology and increased quantity*

Increasing the in

volvement of the people is a moral matter which does not seem to be
directly connected with the educational process*

The innovations at

the school that can be named are in terms of TESL programs, closed
circuit TV, broadening of presumably narrow Navaho horizons by means
of movies, trips, etc*

Quantitatively, the position can be summed

up not too facetiously as “the more the merriereto Education being
by definition a good thing, the more of it obviously the better*
The results of all of this are viewed as a changed Navaho
society and the change is to be in the direction of the Anglo model*
Assimilation is not the announced purpose but it is an assumed end,
sometimes regretted, but regarded as inevitable*
There obviously is a range of views among so large a staff
and like any summary, this one must be regarded as true only in a
very general sense*

This is only intended to represent a cere of

ideas common to many members of the staff that must, because of its
contrast with the project objectives, be altered*

This is an on-going

process and no single staff member can be said to reflect such views
in a completely pristine form* .
As the process of staff orientation proceeds, uniformity of
action regardless of beliefs is promoted by the hierarchiel arrange
ment of authority*

The directing staff all reflect the project aims

ia some common mgr and their authority functions to see that activi
ties appropriate to these aims are carried out with or without com
plete understanding,,

Thiss of course^ leads inevitably to some

internal stressj, particularly in the relations of the community ser
vices staff and the purely educational staffo

It is not an easy

thing for a teacher to sacrifice some of her time and, from her view,
some efficiency in education in order to promote only poorly under
stood goals of community involvement,,

This stress is compounded by

the tendency in the project literature to make the same kind of ab
stract general contrasts between community control and professional
dominance that I have done in other areas*

The professional educator

becomes the villain and while this is not Intended to be directed at
the school staff itself, some resentment is inevitable= Efforts to
insure the effectiveness of the board's ability to make good its de
cisions have sometimes this same tendency to convince the staff that
it is not trusted*
These issues of variations in the outlook of the staff are
not raised as serious problems for this particular project} rather
they are illustrative of a stage in a culture change project that is
often overlooked*

This project has recognised that it begins its

change approach by refining its mechanism for operation to correspond
to the new situation*

There must be adjustments in the attitudes of

the educators before there can be adjustments in the relation of
school and community*

The attitudes of the staff are not reprehen

sible or even unusual and represent the natural result of the system

h9
of Indian education that has prevailed up until this time*

In fact*

here in Bough lock are gathered personnel whose commitment to change
in Indian education is deepo

Their adjustment to the requirements of

the project has not been easy but the fact that most of them have en
dured the shifts and turns of an experimental situation and returned
for a second year suggests that the necessary adjustments are being
made*
Summary
The project has a well defined philosophy underlying its
approach to change and an extensive series of programs designed to
bring about the desired goals0 We shall make further comment on the
apparent appropriateness of these in our final analysis0 Adequate
means exist to carry out the programs at a reasonable level of effort
and the process of molding the staff in a cohesive unit is recognized
as a legitimate concern and is proceeding as the project eontinueso
In the next chapter* we shall make some attempt to describe
the situation of the community in which this mechanism seeks to
create change<,

PHAPTER 3

ROUGH ROCK

Up to now I have freely used the term “community" in this
paper to refer to the Navaho group whose ehange is the object of the
projecto

In this chapter I want to indicate some characteristics of

the social entity that I have variously called “Rough Rock11 or the
“community" with particular emphasis, on the place of schools within
that context*

A problem exists in the use of the term “community"

in that the briefest examination of the literature shows no common
agreement as to what a community is in the abstract though there are
a wealth of definitions' of little or peasant communities (Arensberg
196l)o

I do not, in the space of this work, propose to clarify ex

isting confusions nor to add to them with definitions of my own oom«
poundingo

I only want to make plain my own usage of the term in

order to (at least roughly) delimit the group describede
When I use the term “community” I mean something very like
Vo Wo Hill’s Natural Community (Hill 19lt0)e That is, at Rough Rock,
it is probably possible to define an area that is clearly bounded by
natural features within which exists a population of Navahos who in
teract more frequently with each other than with persons in other
such geographically demarcated areas„ This has obvious difficulties
as a unit of analysis at Rough Rock since there are definite linkages
and patterns of interaction between those within this area and (for
go

one example) the people lining on the top of Black Mesa whose high
cliffs otherwise form an easily determined boundary to our natural
area*
This usage of "community" is essentially synonymous with such
a phrase as "the Bough Bock area" and does not speak to the existence
of any social unit in that area*

As we shall see, many kinds and

levels of social organisation exist in the area or overlap parts of
it ->= both formal and informal*

These are our legitimate concern but

1 do not propose to resolve the theoretical question of what combina
tion of such units constitutes a community, although we will briefly
comment on what others have called a community on the Navaho reserva
tion when we consider these levels of social organization*
The project staff tends to use the term "community" in the
sense of a limited geographical area and its inhabitants*

When more

specific than this, the staff is usually referring to the area covered
by the school district*

The director. Dr* Boessel, assuming that the

people in this area have a community of interest in the workings of
the school, indicated to me that the Navaho "***for the first time,
have defined a community as an area of common interest rather than
as a geographical region which some government official drew on a map*"
The immediate problem with this assertion is that the school district
is itself an area drawn on the map by government officials, however
vaguely*

The quoted remark is intended to oppose the unit of common

interest to the political districts or chapters which the director
obviously regards as arbitrary and which were previously regarded as

communitieso

We shall say more in our concluding chapter as to the

effects of the school on creating new elements of social organization
which may or may not correspond to something to be called a communityo
Gharacterlst ios of the Community
Our study has not sought a complete ethnography of the people
of Bough Rock but has instead focused on items and issues directly
relevant to the school and its aims*

For this reason, we can paint

here only with a broad brush some of the characteristics of the set
ting in which the change is to occur*

Much of the material is from

secondary sources, particularly reports of the Navaho-=Gornell health
project whose work took place in the Bough Bock-Many Farms chapter*
In other areas, we rely on features that have been noted for the
Navaho in general and assume, where no contradictory evidence exists,
that these apply at Rough Bock*

It is not known, for example, how

many persons from the area may have attended the first few schools to
be built on the reservation^ we simply rely on the fact that very few
Mavaho from any area received any education at this time and assume
that no significant experience with education was gained at the time
by such an isolated group as the people at Rough Rook*
there is a further difficulty in that most statistical mate
rial compiled by the BIA and the Public Health Service tends to be
lumped for published reports by districts or chapters at best*

Pre

sumably, had the time been available, we could have broken this
material down into smaller more pertinent units*
areas this material simply does not exist*

However, in many

We have fleshed out these

reports Where possible with our own observations but these, consid
ering the time of study, tend to be impressionistic rather than
definitive«,
Physical Setting
Bough Book (to my eyes at least) is a barren and inhospitable
setting for any agricultural or pastoral pursuits0 Basically it is
composed of a large segment of Carson Mesa bounded by the cliffs of
Black Mesa on the west and the escarpment at the edge of Ohinle Valley
to the east®

fhe north and south boundaries are more indefinite*

It

is a high mesa, approximately 7,000 feet at Rough Bock near Yale
Point*

According to a classification contained in a 19ltl BIA survey,

it falls into both steppe and desert zones (Phillips 19Ul)

The steppe

is a narrow strip of rooky broken hills along the edge of Black Mesa
into which scrub growth area of pinon and brush falls the schoolmission complex*

The major part of the area is classified as true

desert with sparse growth having large areas of drifting sand dotted
with grasses and low shrubs*

Rainfall is low but when it does come

down, usually off the high mesa, it creates brief,

floods andthis

along with the high winds has severely eroded the land*

According

to the above report, temperatures for zones of this kind average hO
to 60 degrees but range from 20 to 110 degrees*

This past winter

(1967-68), the area was hard bit by one of the worst blizzards on
record*

Much of the reservation was isolatedfor many days*
There are no permanent streams in thearea but there are a

number of wells and reportedly a few springs though I have never seen

on@ti In some places9 dams have been built t® retain runoff» Mood for
fires and larger logs for began and corral construction are not lo
cally available and are sought in the wooded areas of the nearby Black
Mesa or in the Lukachukai mountains some distance away0
Settlement and Access
The immediate impression atlough lock is of dispersal and
isolation©

What most Anglos regard as lough lock is of course the

complex of buildings in and around the school©

Here close against

Black Mesa in a small draw is a trading post with its adjacent corrals
and outbuildings©

A hundred yards away is the old school building

with a small clustering of trailers, a boxcar9 and other units for
housing©

Another few hundred yards and you are at the Friends mission

which was put up in 1956 primarily as a school but includes a church
and dwelling units©

The new school compound is a short distance away

from this primary clustering on the mesa proper©

The chapter house

is located on the edge of the draw overlooking the trading post©

Be

tween the new school and the old is a large corral used for public
functions such as sheep spraying©
The Mavahos (other than those employed at these various en
terprises) are scattered over an area of about 20 miles in each direc
tion from this central complex©

Residence follows the common Bavaho

pattern of camps widely separated from one smother containing approxi
mately one to five dwellings each©

Along the main road and in the

general area of the school, distances between camps are reduced©
There is also a reported tendency for some families to maintain

separate summer and winter camps s moving out from the mountain in
winter and back in during the summer*.

Before grazing districts and

their restrictions on movements^ we are told that it was common to
move down into the valley for part of the year in order to farm*,
Most homes are hoganss round leg houses usually six sideds
but almost all camps that I observed having more than one dwelling
included at least one frame structure„ These are generally no more
than shacks*)

There are a few "forked stick" hogans but only a very

few*,
There is a main read leading in from the paved highway at
Many Farms that runs about 35 miles to the school complex*,

This is a

dirt road that is periodically graded but due to deep washes is often
impassable after rain or snow*.

The road rapidly becomes rutted after

grading and sand has a tendency to drift across it in some places*.
Another road branches off at the trading post that runs some 20 miles
to GhilchinbitOg another school^trading post site®

This road is only

partially graded and is even less passable than the other*,

lhat can

only be described as a trail leads from the trading post crossroads
up the cliffs of Black Mesa and on eventually to Fines®

This is im

passable to cars without a high clearance at the best of times and
after rain nothing can climb the cliffs for a time®

These three roads

are the main thoroughfares and the roads leading to the individual
j

camps are no more than wheel rut tracks of dubious accessibility at
any time®
The usual means of transportation seen on the reservation is
the ubiquitous pickup truck ands judging by the paucity of old ones.

the life span, of a vehiele on these roads must be very short or they
have only recently begun to be acquired =, Ho one that I have dis
covered in the area who is not an employee of the school uses a car
rather than a piekupo

Horses are in everyday use but apparently only

for local travel and are not used for longer journeys0 Very few of
the wagons equipped with auto tires that commonly appear elsewhere on
the reservation are in evidence here*
The nearest named settlement ~~ Ghilehinbito -•=• as we have
already noted is a similar trading post-school eomplexo

Many Farms,

which until this year was the other half of the. Many Farms-Bough lock
ehapters has a day school, mission, chapter house, and trading post
but these are all much larger than, those at Bough locko

There is also

a high school under.construction here which is also being considered
as a site for the. recently proposed Navaho Community College, the or
ganization of. which is to be headed by the present director of the
Bough lock project*. About 30 miles south on the paved road is the
agency town of 0hinLeo The nearest Anglo towns in any direction are
well over 100 miles from Rough Boeko
Population
The 1961* tribal census shows a total population for the Bough
lock census district of 3670 It is a young population with approxi
mately 60 percent under 20 years of age*

There are approximately 100

couples indicated as married, presumably forming the basis of 100
family units around which the bulk of the population is clustered
(Navaho Agency 1961jA)o

57
In 1958-59» the Navaho-Gornell project did a demographic study
of persons attending the clinic that presumably represented the total
Many Farms-Rough Rock chapters
The population of the project area is young with 11*1% under
3k years of age including $8% under 20 years of age* Nearly
19$ are women in the child bearing ages of l5=Mi years* A
high fertility rate of 22806 per 1000 women in these ages
and a high birth rate of U9o5 per 1000 population shows this
problem with complete clarity* 19=6$ of the population in
this area are under 5 years of age* -57<>1$ of all deaths
occur in this age group (Dennison and Loughlin 1961: 120)»
Iconomie Conditions
There seems to be no detailed agreement between the impressions
gathered from the local traders and the statements of the Navaho*=
Cornell project*

The traders suggest a considerable importance of

livestock in the local economy both in terms of percentage of busi
ness done at their store and in terms of its use as subsistence*
Estimates by these traders suggest that perhaps as high as U0 percent
of the bills run up on the charge accounts are settled with stock in
the form of wool and lambs primarily but including seme cattle*

The

bulk of their business is apparently done in terms of these estimated
300 accounts*

Incidentally, these are often done on an individual ba

sis with a wife and husband maintaining separate accounts and even
older children (who possess some resources) making their own purchases*
Reporting on the sample taken from the entire chapter, Sasaki
suggests that only 12 percent owned or had ever owned any livestock
at all and that of these few, 58 percent owned 25 or fewer (Sasaki
I?#!)*

In his summary of earned income, this amounts to only seven

percent of all earned incomed Clearly there is some discrepancy between the report and the impressions of the traders,,

1 would suggest

that there may have been a bias toward the people living in the im
mediate area of the clinic who clearly do not own the same number of
sheep as do the Rough Rock people,,

At the same times the livestock

dealing of the traders is not confined to the residents immediately
surrounding the post*

They describe a pattern of “shopping” around

on the part of the Navaho both in terns of purchases and stock sales
and this circumstance may inflate their figures«, There is also the
possible factor that when persons have eashs they may be inclined to
shop about and confine the bulk of their local trading to the less ne
gotiable sheep*

Of course, this is only speculation and I would tend

to put the greater weight on the figures of the Navaho-Gornell group
since they correspond more closely with reservation-wide figures and
tendencies*

It remains an open question of just how important stock

are in terms of subsistence*
Sasaki also states that 18 percent of the income is from wel
fare or is in some sense unearned*
cent, be reports as earned*

The bulk of the income , 82 per

He suggests further that 28 percent of

the total is earned by but three -percent of the population, namely
the steadily employed workers for the BIA and for the Clinic (Sasaki
196l)o

This has probably been true for Rough Rock as well, although

on a smaller scale since the BIA facilities are smaller and employ
fewer persons*

With the coming of the Rough lock Demonstration Pro

ject, this situation has radically changed as we shall see*

The bulk of the income reported by Sasaki and presumably at
Rough loek is derived from relatively sporadic wage laboro
Book, this is essentially of three kinds*

At Rough

One is railroad work which

according to the traders has declined in the last three years just as „
Sasaki indicated when he mentioned it was declining during his re
porting period*

The trader who acts as an agent for the railroads sug

gests that in the last year they sent out 25 to 30 men for such work
but that most did not stay asr long as they could have and did not for
this reason qualify for unemployment payments*

Agricultural labor

around Utah and as far away as Oregon is also declining according to
the traders but an unspecified number of persons do in fact continue
at this kind of work usually for periods of three to four months al
though the trader estimates that they could get fairly steady work
from May through September*

The third source of employment is the

tribal “Ten Day" projects on road construction and the like*

There

is a definite feeling in the area that the Rough loek people do not
get their fair share of this work*

Additionally, the traders estimate

that there are a number of ceremonial practitioners in the area who
earn all or a large part of their income from fees*
The general impression gained is an orientation toward and
dedication to the idea of sheep raising as the normal economic activ
ity*

This in spite of enormous population increases %@re and else

where and a{ non-expandible and perhaps even declining number of stock
that can be maintained on the range*

In fact, there is an increasing

dependence on wage work (mostly seasonal) which has already gone so
far as to constitute the bulk of earned income*

Incidentally, Sasaki
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points out that the income level indicated in his report is much loner
than that estimated for the reservation as a whole„
Levels of Organization
At the time of this writing^ the project staff are engaged in
what they have called a “sociological survey" of the residents of
their education district» Some of the preliminary results of this
which have been reported will be mentioned but9 in view of the fact
that no demographic survey was done by this author^ the bulk of what
we have to say.here is generalized Navaho rather than specific Hough
Rock patternso

The published material on Navaho social organization,

primarily kinship groupings, amounts to an embarrassment of riches and
I shall make no attempt here to summarize the varying viewpoints and
interpretations0 Essentially, 1 want only to give a rough outline of
the structural matrix within which interaction is ordered at Rough
loeko.

.

. .

that exists for the Navaho of Rough Rock (as it does for all
Navaho) is a two part system of organization consisting on the one .
hand of the adapted forms of aboriginal or traditional kinship based
organisation and on the other hand of political structures imposed in
one way or another by the dominant society0 this is pot to say that
the two ire in any sense entirely separable in other than a historical
way*. As Shepardson has clearly pointed out, both are now simply parts
of a new integration of the Navaho tribe (Shepardson 1963)0

However,

some of the relatively newly developed political structures have far
less relevance to the day to day interaction of the people of Rough
Rook than do the traditional structures*
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fhe lough Eock^Many Farms chapter elects a representative to
the Navaho tribal eouneilo

This man is now a member of the Bough lock

school board and is identified with the Bough Bock segment of the
over-all ehapter0 The suggestion was made by informants that Many
Farms arid Bough Book take turns in electing both this representative
and the chapter officers» There is also an indication that in the
selection of the present tribal delegates the people of Bough lock
voted in a blockwhile the more numerous Many Farms people were divided
among three candidates0
While the election of the delegate formalizes their membership
in the Navaho tribe as a. political unit,, the largest segment of local
organization is the "chapter.

There is the additional unit of the

land Management Unit or Grazing District but, to all appearances^ this
is a special purpose organization responsible to the tribal and BIA
officials concerned with administration and is no more a unit of local
organization than the fact of being subsumed in the Ghinle BIA sub
agency.

Inclusion in these units has real effects for local people

in terms of services available to them and, in the case of the grazing
districtsj in terms of restrictions on their movements and liveli
hoods.

It would appear3 however, that they have little control over

the decision making processes.
The chapter -- a democratically elected body of three officers
—

has a rather wide spectrum of functions as defined by Shepardson

for her Ghinle example (Shepardson 1963) <, Basically, it would appear
that the chapter serves most importantly in terms of dealing with the
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tribe and the government agenoies0 In this sense, it is a relatively
specialized body not, I suppose, unlike a ministry of foreign affairs
in a Western government*

In terms of internal authority, I can get

no definite picture that it serves as other than a forma for the air
ing of disputes and has no well defined role in decision making*

The

boundaries of these chapters are clearly drawn on a map but, judging
by certain statements of informants, less clearly drawn in the minds
of the Mavaho*

I am told.that persons attend chapter meetings in

whatever district a subject is to be discussed that will affect them*
Thus, we are told that persons from Rough Rock will attend meetings
at Ohilehinbito when issues of importance to them are to be raised
there and vice versa*

One informant went so far as to indicate that

such persons dould even vote at these meetings in chapters other than
those technically their own*

In any case, the chapters are clearly

arbitrary in their, origins if not in their eventual importance*

As

we shall see* at Rough Rock a new chapter was formed splitting off
from the lough Rock-Many Farms organization*
Superimposed on the chapter and grazing districts are educa
tion districts*

In the case of Rough Rock, while the bulk of the

population and space subsumed by the Rough Rock education district is
in the Many Farms-lough Rock chapter and district 10, it cross-cuts
districts 8 and h*

It is with the effects of the development of this

entity (the Rough Rock education district) as a unit that we shall be
concerned in our next chapter*

Prior to the Rough Rock demonstration

school, this unit can only be said to be like the sub-agency — an
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administrative unit of a non-local character affecting the people but
not, as we shall see, participated in by them0
Another reasonably definable unit of organization of nontraditional character might be designated as the mission clientele*
Clearly, the bulk of the people in the Bough Bock area participate in
traditional Navaho ceremonials which have their structuring in the tra■ dittonal kinship units, but some undefined number are in some sense
' devotees of the mission*

Me are told that most of these, also partici

pate in the more traditional practices as well but some few regard
themselves entirely as Christians*. The behavior and associations of
this group would make a fascinating study in itself and we can only
suggest here that there is such a group of people whose interaction
is determined by their participation in and commitment to the mission*
There is also in this region some representation of the Hative
American Church and meetings are held in and around the Rough Bock
area*

Here tod 1 suspect further study would demonstrate some order

ing of interaction around the church as focus*

Recently legalized,

the church has been and continues to be the center of considerable
factionalism among Havahes in general and presumably among those at
Rough Rock as well (Aberle 1966)*
Aberle insists that communities exist for the Navaho and it is
clear that by this he means localized groups who recognize common
membership in a unit centered on the locality*

"A Navaho not only

identifies himself as a member of a particular locality, but is able
to state who else belongs to the local group and who does not*

(Aberle 1962: 106)o TShether such a phenomenon defines a community or
not I leave as an open question but certainly the identification de
scribed is present at Bough Bocko

Informants consistently made dis

tinctions between Bough look, Many Farms, and Shilchinbito but on what
basis I did not determine0
Levy has used a concept not unlike the natural communities of
Hill that I referred to earlier (Levy 1962)0

However, he combines the

» natural area with the concept of “local elan element1* in an attempt
to define the structure present within the natural area0 The survey
cited by the project suggests that of some 20 elans enumerated in the
area, three are predominant and might correspond to something like
Levy's concept of a local elan element with a territorial range or
base* (Witherspoon 1967 s 206)o The definition of this kind of commu
nity at Bough Bock must however remain an open question in the same
way as the self-identification community0
These clans, whether or not they correspond to some natural .
or super community, do appear to have important functions for the
structuring of Navaho interact!on0 Levy sums these up as, Me«dthe
regulation of marriage and the prescription of proper behavior between
members of the same clan** (Levy 1962s ?88)0
There is considerable disagreement in the literature as to
what constitutes the next level of organisation^

This is the extended

matriloeal family or alternatively the outfit0 What can readily be
observed is the existence of "camps’* or small collections of hogans
located in reasonable proximity to one another.

Apparently, these are

generally made up of an older couple plus unmarried offspring of both
sexes ands forming the basis of the matriloeal extended family, the
adult daughters and their spouses0 Sometimes, as in a case reported
by Downs, this unit can become quite large with three generations of
nuclear families represented (Downs 196j>}«

These are not invariable

rules of residence and most observers report a rather wide range of
deviance from the norm including neoloeality and patrilocality0
Broaching the subject of larger less well defined units, we
see the work of Kimball and Provimse who suggest the "family group"
which is essentially the described extended family but minus the com
ponent of cohesive locality in a single camp (Kimball and Provinse
19U2)0 levy says, "The family group exists by virtue of its internal
structure and may live together or apart0 It may be observed only by
obtaining genealogies and by being present at activities which demand
the dooperation of its members" (Levy 1962s 782)e The outfit is a
similar unit in conception but is a larger group than the simple ex
tended family.

Aberle says, "In such networks the links between

nuclear families can be either consanguineal or affinal" (Aberle 1962s
108)„

Kluckhohn and Leighton remarks

The members of the true Navaho extended family always live
within shouting distance of each other, whereas the various
families in an outfit may be scattered over a good many
square miles; an extended family has its focus in the fami
lies of sisters or of brothers and/or parents and their
married children, whereas the families in an 'outfit * while
always related include a wider circle of kin (Kluckhohn and
Leighton 1 9 # 109).
While I am in no position to deny the existence of any such larger
unit, there is not real evidence for Its existence at Rough Rock.

I made no real attempt to investigate such groupings but the few in
formants queried denied its existence and suggested that on occasions
requiring more than the immediate extended family such as sheep
sprayings "everybody helps011
At lough locks most of the day to day interaction of the
Havaho clearly takes place in the context of the extended family0
larger cooperating bodies, for whatever purpose — ceremonies or eco
nomic — would also appear to be arranged by extending kinship ties
perhaps ultimately to the level of including all local representatives
of a particular matri-clan or the local clan element0 Interaction
with the political entities of chapter and grazing district seems to
be largely limited to matters of crises when normal solutions do not
worko

In the case cited by Downs at nearby Pinon, the members of the

extended family certainly regarded seeking aid from outside the net
work of kin relations.as a last resort (Downs 1965)»

This may not be

entirely true in the case of the chapter but the character of inter
action surrounding this body was not observed by the author<, The
kinds of relation that exist between the traditional web of kinship
and. the chapters is not very clear in the work of Shepardson or else
where =
There is a final level of grouping that is of particular im
portance in understanding the role of schools and this is the peer
group that in the graded schools tends to resemble an age class0 Wax,
at Pine Bidge, devotes much of his analysis to this group and its re
lation to the educational process (Wax, Wax and Dumont 1961*)»

The

peer group is a non-traditiona! grouping derived as a direct result

of the boarding schools0 Children in dispersed extended families ean
associate with peers in only the most limited fashion,,

KLuekhohn and

Leighton describe a pattern of responsibility of children for herding
that must have made isolation extreme (l$?l|B)o In the schools3 child
ren who are not related at all but are of the same age are thrown to
gether for some nine months of the year and as in the cited example
must tend to develop informal organization in this context which has
important bearing on their behavior*
The School in the Community
A picture of schools and their place in the Bough Bock context
has been largely pieced together from a series of interviews conducted
with the idea of ascertaining the relevant behavior and attitudes»
The following remarks represent in essence a reconstruction and not
direct observation by the author whose participation was limited to
the workings of the new school and the project*

An excellent portrayal

of the history and character of the school was provided in interviews
)

with a teacher who has been present at the school from 191th until the
present time*
History
The earliest history of the Efavaho and their methods of eneulturation of course include no school at all*

As we indicated earlier,

the responsibility for instruction of children both of a formal and
informal nature rested in the hands of the kin group particularly the
mother and father but extended to a varying degree to other older kin*
An excellent description of this traditional system is contained in

Children of the People, the already cited work of Leighton and Kluckhohn,,

Their description which includes the character and variety of

instruction is most thorough mid the reader is referred to this source
as the material will not be recapitulated here*
Schools in theory came to the Navaho as a result of the Treaty
of 1868 "in order to insure the civilization of the Indian,,0=0" With
this end in minds "for every thirty childrens6owho can be induced or
compelled to attend school^ a house shall be provideds and a teacher
competent to teach the elementary branches of an English education,=on
(Underhill 1953• 178)<,

The Navaho can hardly have understood the

implications of thisg and the descriptions of the proceedings give a
definite impression that in order to be allowed to return to their
homes they were prepared to accept anything — however mysterious
(Underhill 1956)6 It is certain that there was no real attempt on
the part of either the Navaho or the government to comply with this
treaty provision for many years,
Beginning in the l880!s howevers the government began a pro
gram of constructing small boarding schools in and around the reser
vation and it is possible that some children from the Rough Rock area
may have been caught in one of the periodic roundups carried on by
the agents 0 Round Roeks the scene of an armed resistance to such a
roundups is not very far from Rough Rock and persons there were cer
tainly aware of the incident5, whether or not they themselves were
affected by it.

In 191QS a small boarding school was constructed at

Chinle and must count as the first certain contact of persons in this
area with schools.

Something over I4.O miles from Chinleg the residents

of Sough Rock would certainly have heard of this school and many in
all probability would have seen it at least from the outside*

Still,

it is doubtful if more than one or two children, if any at all from
Bough Sock, attended this school at this early time*

Some older in

formants talk of having wanted to go to school at one or another of
the early boarding schools but none to my knowledge succeeded in doing
so*

the teacher interviewed stated flatly that none in the area had

had any schooling in the late thirties*

It is not^very important to

enumerate those who may actually have spent some time at these early
boarding schools (which enrolled increasing numbers of children from
1910 until very nearly the present) as it is to establish that for
this earliest period the knowledge of schools was generally confined
to second hand reports and the confused recounting of a handful of
children*
The story of education for lough Rock really begins in 1935
when the Qollier administration was building small day schools all
over the reservation and one of these was placed at Rough Rock*

For

the first time, here was a school that the people could observe and
in whose functioning it was at least potentially possible for them to
participate*

Two informants insisted the school was built entirely

by the local people themselves who hauled materials from Black Mesa
by a trail they cut for this purpose*

If this is true then it indi

cates am early interest in schools that is not shown elsewhere until
well after the second world war*
Apparently in the earliest years, the school covered all
grades up to the sixth with a single teacher but in the forties, when
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my informant Game, the schedule was switched over to cover only begin
ners through the second grade -- still with a single teacher,,

At this

same time, the operation was switched over from a day school to a
boarding school using a relatively large double hogan as dormitory0
The teacher and berhh^oband, both Mavahos, were assisted only by a
cook, another Navaho, and apparently spent a good deal of time de
veloping and maintaining the facilities,,

In the final years of opera

tion, a second teacher was added, not a Navaho, and enrollment at this
time ran to about sixty students*

Generally throughout its history,

the school had -only 30 to 35 children*
Those children who graduated from this school were generally
sent on to the boarding school at Ohinle for the higher elementary
grades and, for some few who went on to high school, off the reserva
tion,

In the early fifties, a school was put up at Many Farms for

the higher elementary grades and this boarding facility also served
the lough lock children.

Also in the fifties, the BIA program for

older children was begun as a part of a five year program of acceler
ated education off the reservation and some Rough lock children were
included in this.

However, the typical pattern beginning in the

forties was to get an initial three grades at lough Rock, then to go
on to Ohinle, and finally to go off the reservation.

The teacher

speaks proudly of the numbers of her pupils who completed high school
and of a few who even went on to college and trade schools.
In 1956, the F'riends mission was completed at lough lock and
began to run a school for grades three through eight as an obvious
supplement of the BIA facility.

Apparently, this mission school
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never had very many children and had only a single teacher«, Within
the last few years it ceased operation entirely for lack of a teacher0
In trying to sort out the view of education and schools pos
sessed by the people of Rough Rock, we assume then the major data held
by them is the result of their observations of the local B1A school*
This is the primary point of contact since very few persons were ever
able to visit the distant boarding schools» lo understand the nature
of the Rough lock views, it is necessary to suggest those aspects of
the school in question which were most visible and therefore available
for the consideration of the peoples
The workings of the school on a day to day classroom basis
were not apparently observed to any considerable extent by the parents,,
None worked there in any capacity and visits were largely confined to
the picking up and leaving of children on the proper occasions0 Cer
tainly a three class school with one teacher cannot greatly encourage
visits to classes if a delicate schedule is not to be disrupted,.

The

bulk of the encounter then (other than casual observation in passing
on the way to and from the nearby trading post) was carried out in
the context of the teacher's visits to the homes and, on a few special
cases, in the course of meetings called by the teacher and held at
the school*

During the course of these contacts, certain problems

were presented to the parents and it is probably largely on the basis
of these that views were formed®
In one form or another, all of these matters were essentially
concerned with the problem of attendance*

This problem was presented

as an aspect of the duty of the parents toward the smooth functioning
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.
of the educational process,,

The benefits of attendance and of course

of education were presented in the context of English language learn
ing almost entirely with the results that we shall shortly examinec
Initiallys the problem was to get the children to attend at
all and the teacher made home visits in an attempt to persuade them
to bring their children to school,.

Following these lines, the teacher

cites the problem of getting all the children in school since those
who were persuaded to enter children continued to hold some back
usually explaining that they were needed to help out around the camp
which, of course, is entirely true in the traditional division of
labor in stock tending,.
To get children entered at the proper age was also a problem
and, in this case, we have an example of the linkage of attendance
with the benefit of English language learning,,

On one occasion to

dramatize the need to enter children at the proper age and once there
to insure their regular attendance, the teacher called a meeting at
which a demonstration was held of reading skill„ Two children were
called upon to read to the gatherings

one a younger fellow who had

started on time; the other an older boy who had not*

Predictably the

younger boy was shown to be the better reader and this was presented
as proof of the necessity of proper attendance0
This matter of reading, or rather the more general question
of English language skills, is of course the main emphasis in the
early grades in the BOCA sehoolso

Host of the course work at this

point is devoted to achieving this end6

'Ve really bore down on the

reading because we were told that it was very important to read-under
standing and getting the main idea from our reading*

That is why I

stressed it most011 In this comment and others it is evident that this,
was in fact the thrust of the actual programs and the face of educa
tion that was presented to the children and to their parents*
The People and the School
Presented with the schools the people of Sough Rock made cer
tain adjustmentss

both in terms of actual behavior and in the ideas

that underlie such behavior*

In sketching this, we hope to present

something of a baseline of views about schools collected in our inter
views that can give at least a general picture of the situation which
confronted the project at the beginning*

I emphasize the abstract

nature of these statements and the fact that they are drawn from a
very limited sample of the people that they are intended to represent*
The categories in which they are arranged are the result of the
character of the questioning and do not represent any “natural" cate
gories*

The picture that I am drawing is simply my best understanding

on the basis of very limited material which is composed largely of
ideal statements about behavior rather than observations of actual
behavior over a long period of time*
Purpose of Education* This is the essential point to be de
termined since the coming of schools has caused Navahos to make
adjustments in their way of life*

If they have accepted these adjust

ments, then they have made some place in the order of things for
school*

Part of the answer is that of course in the earliest days

they saw no point or purpose in .schools and rejected them*

Even today

there are some individuals who reject education but now usually for
some idiosyncratic personal reasons

supposed mistreatment of child

ren ? for exampleo
The changes in a life way that schools required in the past
and require now are not trivialo

Children are taken away from their

homes for some nine months of the year0 In addition to the emotional
matter of separation, this involves, or did involve, the abandonment
of an economic pattern of stock raising that depended to some con
siderable extent on the assistance of childrens

Part of the seeming

willingness to allow this is not willingness at all.but compulsion on
the part of the tribe and the BIA0 In the earliest days, children
were not sent willingly and once in school ran away with regularity,.
This perhaps explains how schools got any membership at all but it
does not suggest why parents continue to send children with some de
gree of apparent regularity at the present time.
Has education become a felt need?

I would suggest that it has

since most informants indicate regret that they themselves did not
attend school and in one way or another express a feeling that it is
desirable for their children and grandchildren to do so0 Their own
lack of schooling is usually explained in terms of their being needed
at home to care for the stock when they were of school age0
The matter of livestock has as important an influence in the
context of education as it has throughout Wavaho life*

tihy for in

stance are children now free to attend school if they were once re
quired at home to help?

Informants point out that there are fewer

sheep now and they require sufficiently less care so that they can be
managed without the aid of the children*

Given the importance of

stock; is the point of education anything to do with learning about
stock?

Does the school teach him the things he must know to live in

the traditional way?

fhe school has nothing to do with such tradi

tional pursuits; because these* we are told* are taught by the parents*
Why then is it desirable to send a child to school if the
people have managed for .so long without schools?

The general answer

given is framed in a pretty clear appraisal of economic realities®
Schooling is needed because things have changed*

People can no longer

rely on their stock because the permits do not allow sufficient ani
mals to support a family*

I heard no.one suggest, that the land was

overgrazed, only that they were prevented from having enough stock by
the permits*

A staff member related to me a rationale expressed by

an older Navaho to the effect that when the people had more stock
there was more grass which in a historical sense was true*

How that

they have less stock they have less grass which is also true*

These

facts were causally related by the Navaho to suggest* in line with
Navaho conceptions of harmony* that in some way the conditions of the
people and their environment adjusted to one another with the aid of
the ceremoniesa
In any case* stock is no longer seen as the main "source"
which it once was*
educationo

The need now is for jobs and this is the point of

It helps people to get the new means of subsistence and

is therefore necessary since the old ways cannot be depended upon*

This is the basic theme as to the point of education expressed by in
formants and is intimately connected with their ideas as to the con
tent of education*
If this is the point of education* there are other factors
that are not expressed as the purpose but do serve as motivations for
sending children to sehool0 First is quite simply the already men
tioned matter 6f the tribal compulsory attendance law*

Informants

express the idea that "you must go to court" if you do not keep a
child in school*

This was never advanced as the reason why the par

ticular individual sent his children but suggested as motivation for
others*
Many informants talk of schools as being "recommended*"

In

some cases they were recommended after Ft* Sumner and in others the
recommendation is said to be made by a councilman or representative
of the tribe or as simply "they*"

This is not strictly advanced as

a reason for sending children to schools but is often offered as an
explanation for the origins of the practice*
Mot mentioned in terms of purposes of education but usually
put forth in the context of preferences for boarding schools is.the
matter of physical comforts„ It was indicated that it was cold in
the hogans during the winter while it was warm in the schools*

Food

is plentiful in the schools even though it is not entirely satisfac
tory in the kinds of food served*

In these physical considerations*

it is better for the child at the school than it is at home*

Distaste

for day schools is phrased in these terms and in the context of the
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hardship for both parent and child of traveling back and forth par
ticularly in the winter» Tales are told of children freezing to death
while waiting for a late school bus0
Clothing is also distributed to school children.

Incidentally,

it is a matter of obvious pride to informants that this is "tribal"
clothing rather than "charity"clothing.

It was emphasized to me that

these were provided by the. Navah© themselves and were quite distinct
from the church and other charitable organizations1 contributions,
Content of Education, Following up on the idea that the basic
aim of schools is to help in the matter of job getting, we must ask
what it is that a school does that furthers this goal.

The answer,

overwhelmingly is that it teaches English language skills.

This is

first and foremost the thing wanted and expected from school.

One of

the few complaints that I heard addressed to the old school was that
some of the teachers employed there did not themselves speak very good
English and so could not very well teach it properly to the children.
As to what else might be taught in the schools, the general
response was translated as "subjects,"

Only arithmetic was named as

one of these subjects.

Basically the people referred onlyto English

speaking and writing as

the goals of

education.

This view is understandable as a product of the two factors
that we have already mentioned.

First, the school itself has presented

almost exclusively English skills
the economic connection
jobs —

as

mentioned —

the goal of education.

Secondly,

that is the matter ofgetting

is realistically linked to English facility.

The lack of

usable functional English is probably the greatest barrier that the
people face in their attempt to find work off the reservation,.

Even

those few jobs on the reservation such as the BIA positions usually
require some minimal effieieney in English<, Apparently the wider
range of subjects taught in the schools has never impressed itself on
the people whose view has remained essentially pragmatic0
Techniques of Education?. Here I think is an area where the
havaho have virtually no knowledge at all0 Teachers somehow impart
the necessary knowledge in the context of'the school but as to how
they go about this I could elicit very little response0 It must be
borne in mind that observation of actual classroom activity has been
virtually nil0 In these contacts that take place outside the class
room* the Navahos have never been asked to comment upon the techniques
of instruction*

They have been consulted or concerned in only one

area and this is the matter of discipline„
Supposedly some few of the lough lock parents were called to
gether at the founding of the original day school and on that occasion
were asked how they wanted their children disciplined*

The teacher

says that at that time* they agreed that children should be whipped
when necessary*

A very few of these I questioned agreed that whip

pings were necessary* otherwise the children would get out of hand*
This seems to be an anomalous point of view promoted by the schools
and not very widely accepted by the Navaho*
that school discipline has been too hard*

Generally the view is

A very few informants who

were able or wanted to be more specific stated that teachers ought in
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some way to behave toward children as their parents would d0o This
seems to involve counseling and talking to the children to a far
greater extent than any form of admonition or corporal punishment.
As we shall see, this is one of those areas where the prac
tices of schools had not been accepted by the parents.

It remained

as the major reason why Navahos, uninvited by teachers, might visit
schools to complain or take the other steps we describe to protest
against the too harsh treatment of children.

My interpreter consis

tently used the term "mistreat11 in reference to such punishments and
he himself described with considerable passion the harshness of pun
ishment to which students were subjected,
Responsibility for Education, This is of primary concern to
the project and we will examine the effects of the project in this
area at.greater length in our next chapter.

Here, as before, I want

to give a picture of the situation preceding the attempt at change.
At some point, all informants were asked, "who says what is
to be done at the school?"
...

teachers ran the school.

The answer without exception was that the
"" '
'
Asking what would be. done if a parent was

unhappy with some practice at the school, the general response was
that they would go and talk to the teachers.

In a few cases, it was

suggested that the matter would be raised with the chapter officers
and that they would talk to the teachers.

There is no thought in any

of this of demanding anything of the teachers or of compelling them
in any. way to make changes,

Clearly the teachers are thought of as

having the final power of decision in school matters.

.
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lhat do parents do in relation to schools? Essentially they
are responsible for getting the children to school and picking them
up again at the prescribed time0 Barring these limited occasions when
parents are asked to the schools for some particular purpose by the
teachers, this is the extent of their participation,,

Certainly there

is no evidence to indicate that the parents had anything whatever' to
say about the operation of the distant boarding schools and in all
likelihood they would never have even visited these*
Interviews with the old school staff show clearly that the
only participation expected of parents was in this matter of ensuring
the attendance at school*

Perhaps the clearest evidence of the divi

sion of responsibility or rather the absence of responsibility on the .
part of the parent is the matter of allowing children to go home on
weekends*

The frequency of allowing this is not the point but the

simple fact that it was allowed —
the hands of the teachers*

that is, that it was a decision in

I am told it was a policy that if there

was a problem in the parents getting the child back on time after such
a trip then permission might be removed on the next occasion,,
What is the extent of Navaho control?
in the case of withdrawal*

Essentially none except

Following a traditional Navaho orientation

toward difficult situations, the only direct sanction that could be
and was offered by the parents was in terms of withdrawing their
children from school*

One gets the definite impression that children

Sre transferred from school to school quite frequently under these
circumstances*

The children themselves ran away from school quite

often and their parents apparently show no great readiness to coerce
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them into returning0 "It's up to them," is a typical reply to whether
or not a child goes to school at all or to which school he chooses to
go to0 We might suggest that to some very considerable extent, the
schools have been something that largely concerned the students and
the teachers and not the adult Navahos at alio

Certainly this is

true on a day to day basis»
Results of Education,, Quite frankly, I expected that the
Navaho would complain here of the ill effects of the schools on the
behavior of their children0 Certainly the position we have taken in
our introduction suggests that such ill effects exist0 Unfortunately
for predictability, this was not perceived as being the case0 The
effect of education is framed, consistently enough, in terms of being
better able to get jobs*
there is no lack of complaint about the behavior of the
younger generation ==<= usually to the effect that the young people are
not learning the old ways; particularly the sings0 A good deal is
said about lack of respect for elders and the most frequent comment
of all is the lack of willingness to help out around the G8B$>» Drink
ing is sometimes linked to this general picture of lack of respect for
the old ways, as- is generally unseemly behavior„ Some young people
are .said not to know who their relatives are, obviously a serious
problem for a Navahoc
I did not press this issue and am prepared to believe that it
may well simply represent a reluctance to speak ill of schools to
someone who was known to represent the school in some way himself0
Still' the fact is that this range of poor behavior was not linked to

the schools or at least not to anything done there» In some easess
it seems attributed to the sheer fact of being absent from the home
but the general picture seems to be that the children are thought, to
not have been properly taught by their parents,,

It is never one's own

child that is described in this way but others0 If the child is
taught properly to begin with3 this misbehavior does not ocour0
In talking about criteria for the selection of chapter offi
cers, one of the informants made a distinction based on education that
presumably indicates a result of the proeess0 Young men with educa
tion are thought to be uninterested in questions of livestock manage
ment while older uneducated men are more concerned with such tradi
tional pursuits6 Of course this is consistent with the general view
of education as being concerned with job getting and the opposition
of this to the business of sheep raising,,
A factor that is noted by the outside observer is that many
who gain some level of formal education leave the reservation to find
work,

the number of jobs on the reservation is very limited and those

who attain the desired level of job getting ability must leave to
achieve their end*

Many of those interviewed had children or other

, kin who are employed and live off the reservation more or less per
manently*
to be*

This does not appear to be the problem that it would seem

Persons asked whether or not they thought this was a good

thing expressed the idea that, "They can't stay away from home forever*
There seems to be no feeling that these individuals will forget their
people or their ways*
home*"

One said thats "We have taught them already at

Generally they seemed to feel that the children would return

home periodically and that they had been brought up well enough to
respect the ways of the people0
School PunctionSo Has the school any other function in the
community other than its role as teacher of English?

In asking this,

I had in mind the notion that a school represents an important re=
source to the community in both its physical plant and in its trained
personnel« Unfortunately I got no response that indicated that the
people looked upon the school as a place where they could themselves
receive instruction in useful skills or receive assistance in any
foritio The sort of thing I had in mind is apparently associated with
the trader^

Items like the reading of letters, assistance in under

standing contract obligations, job contacts and the like are performed
if at all by the trader and to some extent by the missionaries^

Adult

education is not a familiar concept and was not mentioned0
Economically, the school has not been a factor©

Jobs have not

been available there both because the staff is small and because the
BIA requirements for employment in any position involve having some
facility with English which few persons in Sough Sock possessed©
Incidentally, I understand that the building of the new school did not
bring employment to very many Rough Rock men since there is, I am
told by the trader, a requirement or at least a preference for union
members on these jobs©

Few in Rough Rock are members of such craft

unions since the entrance fee and monthly dues are not economically
feasible considering the limited amount of work they bring©
Who Attends? Using the figures given in the quoted 196U tri
bal census, there are 355 children between the ages of 6-18t the
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range reported in the tribal school census reports (Mavaho Agency
1961* A)0 The school census indicates only 28? children in this age
range but this is compiled from some sort of permanent registration
<

cards and appears for some reason to differ considerably from the cen
sus report0 Of the 287 children, 1*8 are indicated as not in school
as of 1965, or approximately 16 percent„ Of those over eighteen,
only three students are reported as being in colleges or universities
and one in vocational school (Mavaho Agency 1961* B)0 Clearly the vast
majority of all eligible students now attend school for some period
of time though few as yet continue beyond the secondary level0
I encountered one instance of a pattern that I am told was
once very common^

This is the situation where one child is held out

of school in order to assist with the work while his siblings continue
their schooling,,

I asked if this might be done in some sort or ro

tation basis but, apparently once out, such a child is not likely to
be sent to school at all0
Summary

I have tried to draw a picture of an isolated community that
is substantially traditional in its orientation but which is subject
to inexorable pressures for change@

This change comes, not so much

from simple contact although this (as seen) has played a role but,
primarily as a result of economic pressures0 Schools, an alien mys
tery when presented, have become accepted as the medium through which
English — the essential tool of the new economic reality —

is to be

gainedo

Like so much elses the schools have been outside the control

of the people though they are virtually universally subject to their
influences

The model or standard of judgment as to the nature of

schools seems to have been a direct result of the character of the
BIA school that operated thereo

CHAPTER k
CHANGE AND THE BOARD
As we saw in the second chapters the project is introducing
many innovations in the operation of a school<> These 5 of coursej, must
ultimately come to have their effects on the customary behaviors and
attitudes suggested in Chapter 3o

Most change can only be described

in the long run* but in this chapter I hope to indicate the range of
immediate and obvious changes that have occurred0 With these as our
basis we can perhaps suggest some apparent implications for lasting
systematic change brought about by the project, both here and in our
final section,,

By diagramming the actions that have had some ap

parent effect, I can hope to indicate general directions in which
change is likely to continue to occur<, Wherever possible, I shall
make suggestions as to causes so as to provide a basis for considera
tion of directed change techniques*
The major innovative element in both project and study is, as
often mentioned, the board*

A consideration of its workings and de

velopment over time is our focus in this chapter*

However, we want

first to indicate the range of change that has occurred in other areas
with a view to associating these with the workings of the board»
Ghange in Participation
for our analytical purposes, we have divided the total range
of change into two broad categories 0 First we deal with changes which
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involve new roles and responsibilities# those which bring about new
kinds and frequencies of participation in the functioning of the
schoole

The second aspect is the matter of changes in perceived func

tions of the school in relation to the community, changes in ideas of
what education is intended to achieve and going beyond the childcentered school to changes in the use and utility of the school in the
community0
Employment
The new school is very much larger than the previous estab
lishment and on this account alone employs more people than beforeo
For all Intents and purposes, none were employed at the earlier school
while a. great many find work at the new school.

This is not only a

function of size but of new standards of employment eligibility es
tablished by the project and a wide range of new sorts of positions
that have been created.

This increase in the numbers and particularly

in the range of persons employed at the school is the most striking,
and obvious change brought about by project efforts.
The key difference,:;, is not in the number of employees, but who
these employees are.

Standard BIA practice severely limits the local

employment because of standards of education and minimal English
facility as we noted before.

The project has simply disposed of these

standards for most positions such as cooks, janitors, and similar jobs
where such skills are quite, obviously not required except for the con
venience of the Anglo administrators.

Replacing these arbitrary aca

demic standards is a policy of preference for local persons.

particularly for those who have children enrolled in the school*
In addition to consciously and purposefully seeking out local
persons for the normal range of jobs that such unacculturated indi
viduals can fill in the normal table of organization, there exists a
wide range of new jobs*

These are in one way or another designed es

pecially for the local people; here we have primarily the dormitory
parent programs and the teacher aides*

In these and in a few other

such positions, the object is not to have Angle oriented persons but
indeed to recreate as closely as possible the normal range of Navaho
orientations that exist in the community* This is for most part in
fulfillment of the "both/and" approach of the project*

life in the

dormitories is meant to recreate in some way the normal range of
"home" life and this is done, not by training Anglos to stimulate the
proper attitudes and values, but by bringing parents into the dormi
tories*

The same general intent holds true of Navaho participation

in the classroom activities*
Ihile the effect of such programs on the children has not been
our concern in this study, it is with this in mind that much of the
project work proceeds and not always with the sheer object of drawing
Navahos into contact with the school*
effect that we examine*

This, however, is the main

The inclusion of so many Navahos in the ac

tivities of the school has certainly had obvious effects in terms of
increasing familiarity with the activities, of schools on the part of
parents*

Jobs are not taken with this end in mind but it is none the

less an immediate effect of such programs*

In addition to the large numbers of jobs ■which local people
may obtain, their effect is increased by filling them for only rela
tively short periods of time*

For example, dorm parents are rotated

every six weeks» This, as we shall note, is a policy defended by the
school board ultimately over the objections of some staff®

The jobs

do require some minimal training or orientation and the policy of ro
tation calls for an expenditure of additional time either by staff
members in direct training or in doubling up for a period of a week
or so for on the job training with the outgoing officeholders,,
There are some other problems with the employment practices
that ought to be mentioned®

One possible danger suggested by the

trader is that some persons who might otherwise seek seasonal wage
labor off the reservation,-will pass it by while waiting for their
turn at work with the school®
is difficult to say®

What this might mean in the long run

More serious perhaps is the small number of

individuals in the community, young people mostly, who have gone
through years of effort to conform to the standards of the hiring
practice common everywhere else on the reservation®

I encountered a

young man by accident outside the main school building who, while
asking me for information about the school, expressed extreme dis
pleasure with the policies of the board®

Specifically he was a re

turned veteran with (I believe) a high school education and on the
strength of the education and the fact that veterans are given pref
erence in federal employment, he had hoped to get a job of some sort
at Bough Rock®

The ultimate result of his effort is not known to me

but his initial effort to claim preference was apparently rebuffed

by the board<> He was most disturbed that "uneducated" persons were
being hired.before hitoo

Such people who have made an adjustment to

the former standards may well experience difficulty in adjusting to
the new cireumstancesQ
Economicallyg the school<, from a former position of relative
unimportanceg has now become the major source of cash income in the
community through its programs of employments

Navahos who in the past

can have had only the most fleeting acquaintance with the educational
process are now employed in all phases of the process and can be pre
sumed to have gained considerable knowledge of its workings,,

The long

term effects of this cannot be foreseen with any accuracy but if we
ascribe the lack of opinion or information about schools to the lack
of contact with the process, then this new situation must lead to the
formation of more complex conceptions of the use of schools and their
charactera

Some such change already appears to have occurred along

these lines and we shall consider these data shortly<»
Restrictions and Responsibility
As we have seen, schools have been customarily thought of as
being under the control of teachers who have the ability and presum
ably the right to make whatever rules they like.

If the business of

employment adds new roles for the Mavaho in the education process,
there is the more subtle factor involving reciprocal rights and duties
between the school and the parent:

both in relation to children and

the more general question of decision making.

Much of what can be

said here will be covered in our discussion of the board, but first I
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want to indicate some more general changes<> These5, like many pre
viously diseussed, are changes of opportunity in that the school has
changed in such a way that the people potentially have new rights but
these in many instances are not actualizede in often repeated state
ment of the staff is that 11the children belong to the parents, not to
the school’8 but this must be believed before it can be acted upon*
The first major change in line with this stated policy is the
matter of letting children go home at anytime at the request of their
parents*

This involves some minor paperwork in that someone must be

informed of the removal*

There are no restrictions of the once a

month, variety typical of the old school0 I have no figures on such
actions but my impression from the staff is that this rule is taken
advantage of primarily by those who live close by*

Here we have one

of those areas of strain between the ideal demands of the academic
process and the desire to comply with the wishes of the people*

Some

persons, 1 am told, have simply taken their children without any at
tempt to inform anyone that they had done so*
able confusion*

This causes understand

By and large, the system appears to work well with

absences being relatively rare*

Absences for ceremonies and the like

are treated, appropriately enough, in the same spirit that an illness
would be treated in the normal school situation*
With this policy, the parents have essentially the same re
sponsibility for the attendance of their children that the older
schools tried to promote, but it is a responsibility of choice*
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only must they bring them back as before but now they also have the
option of deciding when they will leave to begin with*

One can easily

argue that at ether schools parents ©an take■their children as easily
and do In fact take them as frequently but the critical difference is
the matter of permission0 If it is as I understand it to be, there
is not a possibility of a parent being refused<, It is not a question
of granting a privilege but of simply exercising a righto

This, I

suggest, is at the present time only understood by the board, who of
course are.responsible for itQ The change in roles here is only po

tentials
Another general aspect worth mentioning in this context is
the matter of entrance to school grounds and particularly to classroomSo

I know of no policy that prevails in the BIA or public schools

that forbids entrance to the grounds but I think that it is a fact
that parents are discouraged from visiting during school hours at most
schools with which I am familiaro

Certainly this was true at the old

Bough Bock school if only because the staff had all it could handle
without interruptions of this kind0
At the new school such restrictions are met In force« Barents
are actively encouraged to visit the school and provisions are made
for visitors in the form of a waiting and lounge area in the main
buHdingo

During my stay at the school, this area always had a few

Havahos during most of the day0 Classrooms can also be visited at
any time0 This too is an area of potentials

I am told by staff that

in the earliest days there was a constant influx of visitors to
buildings and classes but that apparently with initial curiosity
satisfied, this traffic has declined*

Visiting now is largely in
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terms of those who have some business at the school concerning employ
ment or other matters»
New School Functions
As we have indicated j, schools have been traditionally thought
of by both Navaho and educator as child-centered institutions devoted
to the imparting of English language skills*

Schools ares however,

relatively rich resources in personnel and facilities in the barren
Navaho setting*

The most obvious change toward making these resources

available to the community is the program of employment that we have
described& We want to indicate here some steps in the direction of
creating new functions and uses of schools0
Physical Facilities
This is the simplest step that could have been taken*

At this

basic level, the project has made available to the people of the com
munity some of its more obvious bits of equipment0 Many of these
items are not available elsewhere in the community and, while simple,
represent a great convenience to the people*
Most visible in terms of Navaho use is the provision of
drinking and stock water at the edge of the compound*

Many persons

can be seen to come here during the course of the day to fill water
barrels and seme come with their flocks to use the troughs provided*
Other useful resources which see considerable local use are the
showers and laundry facilities located in the dormitories®

9h
Social Center

1b addition to making general facilities available for use on
an informal individual basis, there exists a wide range of formal
services and activities designed as services for the community„ Those
best attended are the formal social functions such as school dedica**
tion ceremonies or Tribal Ghairman Say where programs of speeches are
scheduled and food is served to large public gatherings^
course, are not all that frequent#

These, of

Movies are shown weekly though

those I attended seemed to be frequented largely by those employed at
the school and did not draw large crowds#

Dances are also held peri

odically in the gym and seem well attended by young people as are
athletic events#

Plans are being made for rodeos which ought to draw

good crowds but none have been arranged as yet#
Economic Assistance
I am not referring here to any sorts of direct money aid such
as the tribal welfare programs providesbut to assistance in economic
developmento

There are many plans in this area but to my knowledge

little has in fact been accomplished,.
Some Initial steps have been taken toward the formation of a
livestock cooperative but, so far as I am aware, no such organization
has as yet been actualized#

The school itself has purchased feed and

sold it at cost in times of great need such as the blizzard of this
past winter#
A toy making operation is reported as being in some stage of
initial operation but I have no information as to its size or the
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extent ©f its proposed work force 0 I gather the toys are to be made
by local people of wood and are intended to be used by schools on the
reservation,,
I frankly doubt that the idea of the school as the center of
such programs is understood by any in the community other than the
school board members0 little that has been done in this area has
affected any local people outside this planning nucleus,,

There is

certainly no indication.,in any of the interviews that there is any
anticipation of participating in programs of this kind0
Adult Education
One aspect of this program has been a remarkable success and,
more importantly perhapsa one of which most persons interviewed seemed
to be aware„ This is the Arts and Crafts Training Program which is
strongly supported by the board and well attended by local adult stu=
dentSo

The focus of the program is the preservation of traditional

crafts including rug making^ moccasin making j, silversmithing9 and to
a more limited extent pottery and basket making,,
by .Mavaho individuals accomplished in these arts,,

Trainees are taught
They are paid a

small sum during this training period and provided with necessary
materials; however the products of their labor become the propertyof
the school and are sold to help defray the cost of the program*
Other efforts at adult education have been largely limited to
the Navaho staff at the school* An example cited in the reports is a
class set up to help lavahos to pass examinations for driver’s
licenses* While many plans exists there has not as yet been a

saoeessftil effort to hold ©lasses- In sueh topies as basle English or
auto mechanics as have been projected,,

A staff member suggested that

one difficulty with such programs was a feeling on the part of at
least some Navahos that since the Arts and Grafts trainees are paid9
then anyone accepting training in other areas ought to be paid as
wello

If this is an accurate appraisal of the motivations of the

trainees and potential traineess it does not augur well for the future
success of adult education,.
Concepts of Schools
The foregoing sections have indicated areas of changed be
haviors or at least areas where potential for change exists0 As a
result of these programs9 there can be presumed to be some alteration
in the kinds of concepts of schools that the people of the community
now shareo

This is probably to be considered the long term goal of

change in any program of this kind and we consider it in a subsidiary
category here only because the extent of this kind of information that
could be gathered is small and because it is to be doubted if much
such change can have occurred in so short a time0 Me shall consider
this in our final analysis0 Here, I want only to point out some ob
vious and immediate alterations in concepts in the same way that we
have done for behavior0

.

In the interviewss 1 asked informants to compare the new
school to schools of their previous experience and to tell me in what
way the new school differed from the oldo

The principal response had

to do in one form or another with the new school being a Navaho school*
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This was expressed in many different contexts by virtually all infor
mants 0 Most of those I interviewed had had some contact with the
school<, I regard as particularly significant the fact that two in
formants ^ who had had only the most limited contact with the school5,
not having held jobs there and connected with it only in terms of
having relatives attending, expressed essentially the same reactions
as did those who had had greater opportunity to experience the work
ings of the school*

Presumably this indicates some pattern of general

awareness of the school and some common agreement on its nature*
The usual evidence presented by informants as to the Mavaho
character of the school was either the school board or.the teaching
of traditional Navaho subjects — primarily arts and crafts, but in
cluding the Navaho language and ceremonial knowledge*

Most often the

initial comment was some general concept of ^teaching both ways’8 in-"'
dieating that both Anglo and Navaho ways ought to be taught and not
that one should be neglected at the expense of the other*
There does not appear to have been any change in what had be
fore been considered the primary aim of schools, that is, the teaching
of English*

Certainly the school has done nothing to change this view

since its largest single academic emphasis has been the TISE program*
The activities of the school in this area have served to reinforce and
confirm Navaho expectations in this regard*

Other areas of academic

effort remain as obscure as before, still subsumed"under the general
lable “subjects*M What does appear to have occurred is the acceptance
•
)
in an additive way of a new role for the school in traditional Navaho
areas of instruction for children*
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Most importantlyj, in many of the interviews a connection was
made with the decline in the viability of the old ways and the efforts
of the school as a useful response to this situationa

Usually this

was raised in the context of the ceremonies and the fact that they are
not being learned@

There was mention of medicine pouches lying idle

because there was no one to use them and of old men who might soon die
without having taught their ceremonial knowledge to anyone.

The plans

of the school to bring these old men in and have them teach their
skills was praised as an excellent response that held hope that the
old ways would not die.

Arts and crafts were mentioned in the same

context — as having declined and now being revived in the new school.
This is in complete contrast to the old schools which were clearly not
regarded as associated in any way9 positive or negativeg with the
Navafao way of life.
Much of the reaction to the school is offered in the form of
commentary about employment.

Jobs come in for much more commentary

than anything else and are again offered as evidence of the Mavaho
nature of the school.

This is demonstrated by pointing out that

everyone is given a chance for a job, even the !luneducated" and this
fact is contrasted with former practice.
Some evidence of the belief that the school is connected in
general with the retention of the traditional ways is the fact re=
ported by informants that some few persons connected with missions
have withdrawn or refused to send their children to the school because
they believe that Mavaho ‘"religion" is being taught there.

This, of
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courses is not true in the strict sense but does reveal the extent to
which the school is identified with Navaho ways0
Attitudes about the discipline of children do not appear to
have changed and the subject remains one upon which the people are
very vocal0 While the attitude has not changed, the view of the
school has, because a policy of counseling and referral to parents is
known to exist at the school in place of corporal punishment by the
teachers©

This is approved by all but one of those I interviewed©

Ho one mentioned the new range of community activities of the
school as a contrast with former practice, although some must eer®
talhly have been aware of these efforts©

Adult education was mentioned

only by one informant and only in the most general way as a potential
of the school©

The arts and crafts program was cited often as a new

feature but usually it seemed that it was talked about, as if it ap
plied to the children rather than to the adult trainees©

This may

well have been the fault of the interviewer in introducing the topic
in a child oriented context©
Much of the change is associated with and attributed to the
local school board©

In one case, it was pointed out that, at schools

in general, teachers worked only for pay and did not care about the
children©

By way of contrast, the local board members naturally care

about the children, as their own children are in the school and they
are members of the community themselves©

They are additionally

thought to have an awareness of the problems of the people that is not
attributed to the Anglos© The simple fact that the board exists is
offered as evidence of the Navaho character of the school©

None of these initial changes m e in the strictest sense
changes at all0 Mo basic concept of the Mavaho has been altered but
instead«, where change can be shown to occurg it is in terms of 'new
associations between existing ideas and new mechanisms which have been
shown to be appropriate to these ideasa

We follow this concept in our

final chapter but we now move to a consideration of the school board
as a focus of change0
The Board
During the summer of 1966s members of the project staff ar~
ranged to call a chapter meeting at which the idea of a school board
was presented to those community members who attendedb

An election

of such members was held at that time ending in the choosing of five
representatives to serve on the beard0 Of the Mavaho population^ no
one interviewed could tell me much of what went on at that meeting
and the impression I have gotten is that not very many people attended6
The fact is that the idea was voted approval and members were nomi
nated and electede

1 think it is unwise to ascribe any great importance to this
initial approval or to construe it as a reflection of a felt need of
the community,.

The impression I get is that no one really understood

what was being done in any meaningful way0 Certainly one of those
selected to serve on the board was under the impression that she had
been hired for a job and waited patiently to be called to work*

Only

later did this individual become aware of the nature of the appoint-
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I say this not to belittle the democratic nature of the
choosing but simply to point out that the change represented by the
board was not accomplished overnight0 As we have mentioneds no one
in the community had had any experience with any sort of control over
schools other than a direct administration by the school officials»
1 think it very likely that the people simply went along with a new
condition set down by these officials for the opening of the much
wanted new school facility«> At this point,, it was not an act of as=*
serting responsibility by the community but simply a perfectly normal
response to a request of school officials0
A far more meaningful question is the matter of who was ini
tially chosen and who the two replacementswere that occurred at a
later timeo

On what basis were these people chosen?

This was a

subject that informants were able to give information on to a much
greater extent than the matter of what actually occurred at the meetingo

The clear impression given is that the choosing of these board

members followed an established pattern^

They appear to have been

chosen on the same basis as chapter representatives are chosen*
Direct responses to the question of why these particular
people were chosen invariably involved two major criteria*

The first

of these is that the individual is an "eloquent speaker*K This is
not an eloquent speaker in English but an eloquent speaker in Havaho,
since in fact only one of those chosen has any functional command of
English*

With one informant,, I mentioned that I had seen men at

ceremonies who rose and addressed the gathering on drinking, good
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behaviora and other matters0 These sorts of persons he agreed were
what he meant by eloquent speakers| men who speak up at public meet
ings and offer good, advice to the people<>
The second invariable factor is that the person in question
has held some sort of office before@

He is familiar with the pro

cedures of such meetings as the board is likely to hold and knows how
these things should be done0 So far as I am able to determine, of the
seven who have at one time held board positions, four have in fact
held either chapter or council office before*
less tangibly, some persons indicated that those chosen were
well known to the community or that they had a good character*

Great

wealth was consistently denied as a criterion and none of the indi
viduals was said to have conspicuously more stock than others*

It is

interesting to note that all of them do in fact have some stock and
two of them are regarded by the trader as among the largest stock
holders in the district*
The criteria given above are the same as those advanced for
chapter officers and there does not appear to be a distinction made
in terms of qualifications * One is tempted to say that there is a
recognized status of leader and those who met certain criteria defined
for this are automatically put forward whenever some such role is to
be played*

Gertainly the idea that the leader is to be an eloquent

speaker, of good standing in the community, and experienced in matters
of this kind corresponds in a general way with the role of the tradi
tional natanl described by Shepardson (1963)0
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There are other factors that can be noted by the observer that
are not given by informants as criteria,,

For exampleg-four of the

seven are known to have some skill as ceremonial practitioners,, I did
}
not examine this point closely but it is my impression that three have
some knowledge as "singers" while the other is a "hand trembler" of
some reputation^

Perhaps this can be seen as simply a factor in the

good reputation and standing of the four selected,.
persons over 0

All are older

and all but one are men0 Two have had some education

but apparently only for the briefest period long ago as none speak
English at all wella
All of those chosen are from the Many Farms-lough Bock chap
ter area5, although after this study had ended 1 understand the board
was persuaded to enlarge its membership by two to include members for
the other two districts crosscut by the school district*

From the

beginning, one member has remained from the valley where Many Farms
is concentrated and is recognized as a representative of that area*
Interestingly, given the uxorilocal tendencies of the Mavaho, he is
the only one who was actually born in this Rough lock area*

And il

lustrating one of the characteristic difficulties of matrilineal
systems, he tends to regard those who have married in as outsiders
even though they actively reside here and participate in local life*
All of the other board members live in the immediate vicinity
of the school including one who claims the land on which the school
is located*

This is the one woman member, who later dropped out and

who apparently claims rights of her matri-line to the entire general
area where the schools (both old and new) and the trading post and

mission are locateds and additionally the land on which some of the
other board members reside*

I suggested to some informants that these

claims might have played a part in her selection but this, while
admitted as a possibility, was denied0 Most did not seem to feel that
land could be claimed in this way*

If rights to the land on which the

school is located is not a factor, it nevertheless remains true that
all of those chosen do in fact use land that directly abuts the school
area*
Having been selected on the basis ofsome or all of the noted
criteria, the board came to have a formal existence thatstill con
tinues*

The next question we must raise is, what has the board done

and what has its relationship to the school and community become? As
previously mentioned, there had been no mechanism for exerting com
munity control over the workings of schools and no experience on the
part of any of the board members or any member of the community for
that matter, in administering such an institution*

Gan we assert then

that, the; board was able at its first meeting to begin to issue direc
tives to the professional staff as to the kind and quality of educa
tion they thought suitable for the community?
no*

The answer is obviously

lhat did happen is a gradual process ofdevelopment by the board

in the direction of increasing confidence inits powers and increasing
sophistication in the kinds of subjects addressed*
As part of the published record of the project, there are in
cluded in each of the monthly reports a transcript of the minutes of
the board meetings*

I have myself been present at only three of

these meetings, and our analysis of the board is based on these
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minuteso

Specifically ye have examined the recorded minutes from July

of 1966 to August of 1967 with a view to pointing out some of the
aspects of change reflected in these minutes0 During that period of
time,, there are h3 meetings recorded for an average of three a month
but ranging from two to five per month0 These ares of courses only
the recorded formal meetings where a secretary was present to keep the
recordo

One is given the definite Impression that informal gatherings

are more frequent stillo
The meetings are always held at the school and in all cases
appear to be convened or called by. the school staff» In some of the
later meetings? there is a suggestion in the minutes that the board
members themselves moved that meetings be called= In general it is
the responsibility of the school staff to see that meetings are held@
Throughoutj, many attempts are made to regularize the meetings to
certain days a month but they continue to be called in line with im
mediate needs of the project rather than at any set time.

This and

many other characteristics of the board are determined by the announced
intention of the project to have the “board run the sohoole11 In prac
tices this has meant that the board must be called to grant approval
to all newly introduced procedures and5 to a considerable extents to
approve day to day administration of the project#
The director or assistant directors from beginning to ends
remains responsible for introducing the bulk of the topics considered#
Other staff members are present on occasion but strictly speaking the
board operates only through the director or his deputy0 The fact that
these two top administrators consistently introduce more topics than

are introduced by board members is nots or should not, be surprising
since the majority of such matters are housekeeping details with which
only the staff can be expected to be familiar on a current basiso
Sven though the board is charged with the ultimate responsibility for
the direction of the school, the day to day administration is vested
in the professional staff under the director and they quite naturally
introduce more of the normal administrative topics than do the board
memberso

Our interest has focused on the range of topics with which

the board members do concern themselves outside this core of ongoing
administration*
The majority of normal topics brought to the board for approval
are in fact approved with little comment*

There is a definite pattern

of dependence on the staff for judgments in those areas of technical
knowledge that are brought up*

Thus, there is little comment about

such matters as the introduction of an ungraded primary system even
though this presents a major shift in the functioning of the school*
This is not to say that the board is subservient to the staff in those
areas where it feels confident to move*

It is only when topics out

side the competence of the board are brought up that they proceed on
the basis of faith in the administration*
I suggest that the number of areas in which the board has felt
this lack of competence has declined over time as familiarity with the
intricacies of school administration has increased*
is the idea of the project —

This, after all,

to develop just such a competence in the

hands of local representatives*

In the first few meetings, there is

no indication of initiative on the part of the board members= This
is not to say that they do not comment$ but such early comments are
in the form of approval of staff-introduced topics or as questions
asking for clarification as to the nature and purpose of the programs,,
At this initial points there is little difference from the concept of
the "advisory" board that is found in some other schools0 The differ
ence here lies in the insistence of the project that the board hass in
fact not only the right of approvalg but also the right of disapproval
which in time they come to exercise0 The board is not instantly able
to grapple with subjects of which it has never heard but, while it is
learning, the power of decision and its accompanying responsibility is
ever, present<, At the beginning it is the director who continually
points out the power of the board9 but in time it is the board who
makes references to their authority0 .This is particularly evident in
those sessions where outsiders are present; invariably one or another
of the board members points out that the school belongs to the com
munity and that it is run by the boardo
While the major training process of the board members can be
ascribed to the day to day interplay with the staff at these meetingss
there are other aspects*

At the suggestion of the directors, the

board travels to a considerable extent to other schools, both on and
off the reservation, to observe operations there and to explain the
Rough Rock demonstration project*

The same is true of nearby educa

tional conferences at Phoenix and Window Rock where board members
appear to explain their school*

When visitors arrive, it is the board
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that is called upon to speak to them both informally and through
speeches in connection with more formal conferences and the like held
at the schools

The fact of the large number of distinguished visi

tors has not gone unnoticed by the board or the community and is com
mented upon ty them as evidence of the success of the school that so
many come to see it0 1 suspect that all of these events tend to re
inforce the board's confidence in their authority confirming the in
sistence of the director that they are being .trusted to run the school
and are being observed as a model for other schools to emulate*
Where the board can be shown to have taken initial responsi
bility is in an area that has come to occupy a great deal of their
attention; namely this matter of jobs and their distribution in the
community*

In the first meeting that I have recorded* one of the

members speaks to the subject of the desirability of hiring local
people and from about the fourth meeting on* the board demonstrates
an interest in all aspects of the employment process*
comes to be the ultimate power of the board —
hire and fire*

In fact* this

that is* the power to

Generally they do not spend much time in considering

the Anglo staff and automatically approve the slate offered by the
directors without particular debate*

It is with the matter of the

local employees that the board is primarily concerned*
I suppose, that what one has to demonstrate in an experiment
of this kind is that the board (or any other body that is to become
a decision making body) is in fact making decisions of its own and
not simply rubberstamping the more or less benevolent recommendations
of the change agents*

That the Bough Rook board has such an

independent character is evident in this area of local employment,.
The intention of the board seems to be to employ as many persons as
possible at the school and to distribute these jobs as widely as pos
sible 0 The project staff has supported this policy of the boardj, for
in fact it has committed itself to honor all board decisions0 Herein
lies some tentative evidence for independence0 At a number of points
in the minutes 5, we find the staff suggesting^ usually for sound ad
ministrative reasonss that it would be more convenients efficient^
and useful if for certain of the jobs the persons were able to stay
on longer5, money would be saved p training time cutj, and efficiency
in the performance of the job improved0 On all such occasionss after
greater or lesser debates the board defers judgments on such change
until a later times

I see no evidence that they have ever simply re

fused to honor such a request once and for all; they just do not act
upon it, leaving the situation as before with the jobs continuing to
be rotatedo

Independence of course does not lie entirely in opposi

tion and conflict and is probably more meaningfully reflected in those
areas where the board, regardless of the position of the staff, demon
strates interest and willingness to accept responsibilityc
In this matter and in all others, the board clearly demon
strates a particular orientation to the business of decision makingQ
So far as I am able to determine, all formal decisions of the board
are unanimous; they are either unanimous or they do not come to a
vote at all0 On most occasions when only a single member dissents
from the others in the meeting, it is usually he who gives in and votes
with the rest; if he is adamant, the matter never comes to a vote0
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When there is any larger division than this, then the matter is de
ferred a Sueh conflicts do not often arise since most matters are
passed without great discussion* everyone apparently seeing quite
early that the others are in agreement,,

Usually on any matters of

importance* each member will speak briefly to indicate his approval
and* on technical matters developed by the staff* to indicate appre
ciation of their work*

Many of the minor Issues are never put to the

vote at all but are simply approved by some such informal commentary*
Curiously* onecof the areas of disagreement among board mem
bers concerned the policy to be set for the checking out of children*
There was a division here between those who felt in accord with the
staff that parents ought to be free to check out their children at
any time and between those who felt otherwise*

This surely is an

issue in which the staff had every right to expect that they would
have the full support of all the board*

However* some of the board

members felt that such an "open policy" would be detrimental to the
education of the children; they insisted that parents would abuse this
right*

The explanation for this lies presumably in the Success of the

old school in convincing people of the validity of this orientation to
leaves which* as we pointed out* was characteristic of that school*
Ultimately it was decided to "leave it to the parents8 which is the
same thing as an announced open policy*

It shifts an undesired de

cision outside the board* thus not forcing them to vote where a con
sensus could not be reached*
This brings up the point that the project staff could not and
did not simply turn the school over to the board without making some
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attempt to offer them new choices and alternatives on which to base
their decisions,,

In the above instance,, we can see evidence that if

a group of Navahosof this community were simply invited to run a
school as best they knew how, they would have emulated the only models
they knew <=«- the old BIA school,,

It seems apparent that as the board

was becoming convinced of its authority, it was also being persuaded
that there existed a wider range of possibilities in the running of
schools than they had previously experienced,,

This also underlies

their readiness to accept the decisions of the staff since it is ob
vious that the traditional pattern involved a total reliance on the
school staff for all deeisions0
Predictably, most of the independent activity of the board
members occurs in what might be called traditional areas,,

In the

minutes, the board members are shown devoting a larger quantity of
discussion, time to these issues and they express, with apparently .
greater confidence, a wider range of views0 Traditional areas are
'

those items where Navahos have always had some competence and some
concern and are opposed in this sense, to such things as questions of
educational technology where neither competence or interest exists□
As we have seen, one ’such area is the matter of local employ
ment — probably the single most discussed topic that the board has
considered,,

This, of course, has been for some time one of the func

tions of the chapter officersc I refer here to the tribal ten day
projects which offer temporary employment and whose distribution has
been placed in the hands of the chapters*
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Attendance and rules for governing it are also of considerable
importance and are frequently discussed <, As we have noteds this too
is regarded as an area of traditional Navaho concern and perhaps the
only one allowed them under the older systems0
In the above two considerations,, we see that relatively well
established patterns for dealing with schools are carried on in new
contexts,,

The distribution of jobs is an amalgamation of a traditional

function of chapter officers with a new locus of employment at the
school*

Additionally3 there are a number of areas of concern which,

while traditional in character, have taken on a new relationship to
the school that they did not possess before*

The board has made evi

dent a concern with Hteaching both ways’1 that encompasses a wide range
of activities and topics of disoussion0 Taken together, these occupy
more attention than even the ever recurrent employment discussions*
This seems to reflect a successful linkage of a pre-existing felt
need with a new instrument for its solution which we shall discuss at
greater length in our final chapter*
Specifically reflecting this interest is the volume and inten
sity of board-introduced and directed discussion of such a topic as
the Arts and Grafts Program*

Here we find the board directly ex

pressing the idea of preserving traditional crafts through this pro
gram of training new practitioners*

In this area we find the board

concerned with the details of procedure to a much greater extent than
in those areas not so familiar to them*

The insistence here is on. a

faithful reproduction of the proper way to go about these arts with a
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strong resistance, resulting in dismissal of one arts director, to any
deviation from the traditional pattern*

The great concern with the

decline of these arts which is voiced by the board members is evident
in their insistence on this strictly traditional character of pro
duction*

Their interest in fact seems to be more directly related to

the importance of these items in terms of their importance in Mavaho
life than in terms of their marketability to Anglos which was the
focus of the dismissed craftsman*

The debate focused on this is one

of the few that seems to have been conducted entirely, in Mavaho by the
board without the presence of the staff, and it is translated liter
ally from the tape*
Following along the same lines is the discussion surrounding
what the project has labelled the ’‘Mavaho mental health program*l$ In
essence, this is a program designed to set up training for younger men
to learn the ceremonies in the possession of older persons*

As we

noted earlier, there is a definite fear that these will fall into dis
use as the old practitioners die and no new ones come along*

Here

again, there is much detailed discussion centering on the proper pro
cedures to be followed*

One such discussion focused on the hope of

the staff that one practitioner could take several pupils at the same
time for obvious reasons of efficiency and cost*

Apparently this is

not an acceptable pattern and the board indicated that a one to one
relationship was the only sort that would be acceptable to the prac
titioners and which was in fact proper*

This program came to have

great importance but, at last report, the funds for it had been re
fused in Washington causing great upset among the board*

Far less tangibly describable but of great significanee is the
focus on child training*
and proper behavior*

Here we can only suggest an interest in good

Specifically mentioned is the matter of proper

behavior toward relatives which children do not appear to be learning
and5 in fact, some board members have suggested that the children do
not even know who their relatives are*

Following this line,, the board

has directed the staff to prepare materials in "Navaho living15 and the
like to teach proper Bavaho behavior* this is joined in discussion
with the mentioned problems of discipline and the relative responsi
bility of parents and teachers in this regard»
The theme running throughout the discussions of arts and crafts,
Navaho mental health, child training, and the like is the matter of
the decline of traditional Bavaho ways*

This is the focus of the pro

ject's efforts at altering the customary procedures of the board and
can, in this sense, be considered a response of the board to the pres
sures of the staff*

TWhat I wish to point out in this section is that

this is not one of those areas where the board simply accepts the
superior expertise of the staff, but is indeed the major area where
they can be seen to take responsibility of their own*

In this sense,

this is not an area where the staff have, through their programs,
induced a change in Bavaho beliefs but have simply created a con
nection between a felt need and a mechanism not previously thought to
be related to that need*
The board has a fairly straightforward relationship to the
operation of the school*

Though they do in certain areas, such as

H5
employments, concern themselves with ongoing operationss they confine
themselves in general to the formulation of policy of a more general
sorto

In practiees they do not review all cases of discipline eon®

cerning employees for instances but they simply set standards and
procedures to be followed0 In this for instance, employees can be
released for being intoxicated at work but
t only after a second offense j
the first time they are warned and put on probation*

In a ease like

this, the board functions as the ultimate court of appeal0 these and
other, rulings are promulgated and enforced through the directors who
are, in effect, the only staff to directly confront the board in its
operations*

language barriers and procedural arrangements are such

that the general staff has only the smallest role to play, in the de
liberations of the boardo

In effect, the general staff encounters

the board only in the form of the board's policies, presented to them
through the directors*
The community confronts the board primarily through the pro
cess of employment and at public gatherings where they may address the
crowdo

There is no question about the lough Rock people recognizing

the authority of the board at the school, at least in the area of em
ployment, but it must remain an open question as to what extent they
are recognized as having authority in the community* The board mem
bers are sought out on questions having to do with the operations of
the school but to what extent their decisions are thought to represent
the community and not simply their own judgments is not at all clear* ,
One can suppose that the fact of their having been elected gives them
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some form of reoognlzed legitimate authority but this Is not demonstratedo

Certainly the board gives evidence of an., awareness of com

munity opinion In its debates, where one or another of the members
will often raise the question.as to how the decision under considera, tion will be received by the community.

Any definitive suggestions

as to the role of the board in the community must await a more thorough
study than we have been able to perform here.
Summary
Some change in the customary relation of school and community
has been created by the project.

A wide range of new patterns of be

haviors as between parents and school have been set in motion and an
.equally wide range of new functions for the school have been at least
presented if not yet totally accepted.

The board shows some signs of

real authority as a mechanism for a basic alteration in the control
of local people over their educational system.

1CHAPTER 5

' , IMPLICATIONS FOR DIRECTED CHANGE
Clearly there has been change at Rough Rook,,

The school under

the project does not operate in the same way as did the schools before
ita

The people of the community do not play the same roles in rela

tion to the school that they did before« But, in an examination of
the significance of this change and the innovators who were presum
ably responsible for it* there are two separate problems or objects
of analysis®

The first is the extent to which the events at Rough

Rock speak to the workability of the new directions in cross-cultural
education which we examined in the first chapter®

The second is the

suggestions in the course of events which speak to the ways in which
innovations can be successfully introduced whatever their long term
effect« These are not entirely separate levels of consideration but
simply two levels of analysis of the same phenomenon,.
In this paper* written as the result of a brief study of the
initial period of the project* I cannot effectively speak to the first
of the proposed questions®

The only valid test for such a model of

eneulturation would be the examination of the products of the new
systems

that is to say the children®

Admittedly we have not devoted

very much of this study to the consideration of the child centered
aspect of the project®

Still* even if we had done so* we could not

expect to make a judgment or offer proof of its validity after so
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short a time of operation for the tested innovation.,

We can suggest

that the test of the system will come only after some substantial
number of children have gone through a full exposure to the modified
pattern and it can be shown that,, as a result^ they are better able
to make the bicultural adjustment that we have seen as the object of
such modification of existing patterns»
If5 howeverj, we accept the position that we earlier examined
—

that for such a system to succeed it must be linked and integrated

to the larger society which it serves in order to. be effective -*=> then
perhaps we can make some appraisala

Hy proposition here.is simply

thatg while it is conceivable that some well trained persons from
another cultural milieu might be able to replicate Mavaho cultural
orientationss it is obviously more parsimonious that participants in
the culture to be transmitted be responsible for its transmission^
Furthers I hold that the eneulturation system ought to be linked to
the ©ver-all system of roles that it purports to support by some sort
of positive feedback guaranteeing that its products, members of the
society, are possessed of the appropriate cultural equipment for the
roles in question.,

A, society, is not served by an eneulturation system

which produces role players for roles that it neither possesses nor
requireso
Inducing Change
.. She judgment that we can make, then, is the extent to which
the project has succeeded in inducing some sort of new structural
linkages to the over-all society or community, and the extent to which

these linkages can be presumed to afford the kind of cultural expres
sion that our model of the bieultural eneulturative system requires*
This also has two aspects in that the process can be separated into
an initial phase of the creation of new structures in some skeletal
sense,, and a secondary phase of the development of these structures
into the area of function for which they were conceived,.

The first

is relatively simple and straightforward and largely completed and
successful while the second is not yet completed ands for this reason,
remains hypothetical*
Establishing Pontact
Initially3 the problem was to get individuals from the commu
nity into contact with the school*

Obviously, the desired trans

mission of influences cannot even begin until there is some sort of
working relationship between the school and some elements of the
group to be affected*

The forging of some system of contact in the

form of the mentioned new roles for community people is the creation
of new structures*

leaving the board aside for the moment, the prin

cipal means of bringing local Mavahos into some contact with the
school other than in the traditional transporter of children role has
been quite simply — employment*
As illustrated earlier, the economic structure of the Rough
Sock and other Navaho communities is in a state of transition from
the traditional dependence on subsistence agriculture and stock rais
ing to some pattern of wage labor*

Persons in the community cannot

satisfy newly created wants nor indeed even manage at a subsistence
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level without some form of supplementary wage labora Wage labor is
common and much sought after and, though not apparently as highly,
valued or prestige loaded as successful stock raising, most members
of the community are fully aware of the need for such work0 In this
instance then, the project has taken advantage of a felt need that has
little directly to do with education and simply made available, in the
immediate area of the community, a range of paying employment for
local persons who previously could not expect to find work without
traveling off reservation^

The influence of this policy in the com-=

munity has, of course, been magnified by the rotation of work for
longer or shorter periods, thus increasing the number of persons who
have this experience«
% means of this pattern of paid employment, many, perhaps
most, adults in the community are for some considerable period,of time
involved in some aspect of the operation of the schools

Host are

resident at the school during this period and are, in any case, in a
position during their employment to witness a wide range of the nor
mal daily activities of the school*
•,
"
-

It is difficult to imagine a
'
1

people as near the marginal level of subsistence as are the people of
Rough Rock being, able to spare such amounts of time on a voluntary
unpaid basis and, in the

light of our descriptions

toward schools, even more difficult to imagine the

of the attitudes

source of the

motivation that would compel them to do 'so*
The range of new roles represented by this

paid employmentis

wide and various but thesignificance of this was to do with our
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second point concerning the development of the new relationship^

In

addition to the paid employment3 the creation of the board established
contacts for a smaller number of persons^ but these contacts were
probably of ultimately greater functional significance» Here,, too,, we
have reason to believe that the initial impetus for the acceptance of
the new roles was something other than an, immediate acceptance of re*sponsibility for. the school.

Although presented in a straightforward

fashion at a community meeting, it is doubtful, intiew of the exist
ing attitudes toward schools in the community, that concern with the
condition of education motivated either the willingness of the chapter
members to vote on the selection or of the selectees to accept their
new offices®
In regard, to the board, we do not have so plain an initial
motivation as in, the case of the paid employmentG I would suspect
that, in this instance, we have a utilization of an accepted pattern
of relationship between local community and higher tribal and federal
authorities*

No informant gave such a rationale as I suggest here and

I merely speculate on the basis of limited evidence0 Essentially,
what I suggest is that the local community through the mechanism of
the chapter meeting is accustomed to having “suggestions9 and ''con
ditions*' proposed to them that they have learned by experience must
be met before some desired event will come to pass*

The new school,

having been built, was apparently not to be opened until a school
board was appointed*

In the face of. this condition a board was se

lected again apparently from among those individuals of such a status
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that they would customarily be put forward for any such position of contact between the community and outside authority,.
In neither of these two kinds of new contact do I get any
sense that participants were motivated by any "felt need" to become
involved in the educational processp In this initial phase, the in*dividual motivations may have been various, probably including some
who did in fact feel some need to participate in the operation of the
school*

But in a general way, persons were brought into the new re

lationship on the basis of economic benefit and, in the case of the
board, as a means of satisfying a condition in a relatively customary
fashion for the opening of a desired facility* '
Motivation
I raised this matter of felt needs at the end of the first
chapter as one of the conditions involved in successful directed
change*

When I suggest that there must be a felt need, I am in the

general ease suggesting that members of a society act on the basis of
some motivation*

Persons have reasons for action and the reasons are

the factors that cause them to choose one course out of several pos
sibilities*

this need not be a matter of wants in the sense of the

thing most desired by the persons in question which is closer to the
way that we are using "felt needs,"

It is fairly obvious that moti

vation can be generated by coercion*

Ohange can be accepted in this

sense as the lesser.of two evils — the greater evil: being some sort
of punitive action on the part of the coercing authority (Erasmus
196l)o
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In the Mavaho instance, I cite the case of the stock reduction
program described by Spicer (1952)=

This program m s carried out by

superior force in the face of Mavaho rejection and resistance because
the innovators believed it to be necessary whether or not the Mavahos
agreedo

The change did occur — the stock was reduced and as a result

considerable alteration m s made in Navaho customary life.

This kind

of change, however, carries built-in penalties from the point of view
of the innovator as well as the persons affected0 There is good
reason to believe that many of the Gollier programs in Education and
other areas failed, at least in part because of the resentments and
resistance generated by the reduction program with which this admin
istration was identified (Aberle 1966s Chaps, k, 5)o
In the last analysis, culture change is a.question of the fit
and efficiency of component systems0 Given an evolutionary perspec
tive, its character is ultimately determined by the ability of the
total system — a society -*» to respond to the challenges that it must
fae@0 Whether the individuals who go to make up a community want to
change their mode of subsistence or not, they must do so if the cus
tomary model is no longer functional —

as the Navaho increasing de

pendence on wage work clearly suggests.

This same point is made in

a different perspective in the distinction made by Goodenough between
"needs" and "wants" (Goodenough 1963)0

However, at a given point in

time, a given change depends on its acceptance by the members of the
affected group.

The adjustment must be made but whether it is made

quickly or slowly, with ease or at great cost, is a function of the

manner in whict) individuals can be brought to act in accord with the
new pattern,,

Directed change iss after all, primarily concerned with

relatively short term changes and it is in precisely this area that
individual choice and motivation is most apparent as a factor*
■ If we accept the idea that it is necessary in a program of
change to operate in terms of motivations,, then we have a choice of
dealing either with existing wants or generating new ones to fit our
designs*

Wants appropriate to the aims of the. innovator can obviously

be generated by means other than those of coercion*

An instance lies

in the means used in the initial phases of this project*

It is pos

sible to make use of existing wants that are not directly concerned
with the ultimate aim of innovation^ as in the economic motivation
employed to create the desired interaction of school and community5,
and thereby open up the opportunitys through new experience, to the
creation of new wants*
Primarily, I want to build a case here for the situation where
wants are not generated but where change is built on existing patterns
of motivation*

This can be justified as simply the elimination of the

first step in the process of change that would otherwise have to be
taken*

The means of insuring the use and expression of felt needs in

a change program can be considered under the concept of participation*
Participation, of course, refers to the inclusion of the mem
bers of the target community in the formulation of the change program*
"Real participation involves taking part in the planning and discus
sion of advantages to be gained, in the devising of methods for
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introductionj, and in the execution of the innovation16 (Spicer 1952s
293)o

The problem in satisfying felt needs or building a change pro

gram on them is to discover whay they are,,

The idea of participation

insures that they will be expressed by the simple expedient of in
cluding those who bear them in the decision making process,.
Participation can also be justified as an answer to the ethi
cal problems that the innovator must face in directed change*

Several

workers in this field have addressed themselves, in a recent symposium,
to the justification for directing the change of others, without
coming to any common agreement (Tumin 1958)*

in the face of the lack

of any means to resolve the nature of the good, the idea of self de
termination at least allows the innovator to insure that the change
accomplished is consistent with the desires of those to be changed*
Values are not imposed and so the justification that must be sought
is not for the actions of the innovator but for the actions of the
community in question*

The result of this value orientation is, of

course, that the innovator does not seek to introduce change but to
assist in bringing about change where it is desired*

This last is

probably only true in theory since it is doubtful that the situation
ever arises where the innovator does not make some attempt to influence
the decisions of the community for what at that point appear to be
good and sufficient reasons*

If the goal of participation is pursued,

however, it insures a willingness on the part of the change agent to
respond to the will of the community*
The project at lough lock did not begin on the basis of ex
pressed felt needs of the local community*

It does, however.

ultimately spring out of the expressed needs of tribal officials and
of course some of the educators themselxreSo

To achieve a situation

•where participation is possible Is, in fact, one of the aims of the
project and like the well known effort at Vicoss the first phase in=>
volved more initiative on the part of the innovators than on the part
of the community (Holmberg 1955)o The school and its administration
and operation had first to be changed to make it possible to proceed
to the point where the desired structural links could be forged that
ultimately would end in community participation^
Problem of Linkage
I earlier suggested that there did exist at Rough Rock a felt
need, the satisfaction of which required the sorts of changes in the
school that the project administration desire„ But as I have also
suggested, it would appear that the need was not seen by Mavahos as
being connected with the school as either a cause or a vehicle of solution0 1 am in particular referring to the impression gathered that
adults were not happy with the behavior of their children> especially
in regard to their failure to learn proper behavior in the traditional
Navah© model and to manifest proper respect for the beliefs of thier
people0
The primary problem then for the Rough Rock project was in
relation to the second condition for change that I indicated in the
introduction„

This is the matter of. persuading the persons to be

changed that the proffered innovation offers a solution to the felt
needo

My evidence would seem to suggest that the difficulty lies in
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the fact that5, while the adults were unhappy about the behavior of the
young peopleg they did not conceive of the schools as a contributing
factor in this problem nor in any way related to it*

Schools have to

do with a certain limited range of skills — primarily English lan=
guage fluency — which are useful in relation to the Anglo world’par
ticularly in wage work off the reservation0 Schools do not have any
thing to do with the learning of Navaho ways and so can hardly be
blamed for the perceived failure of enculturation that constitutes the
felt needo

A connection had to be made here between the need and the

proffered solution, that the change in the school was intended to
represent*
Here again we are not talking about the ultimate workability
of the innovation*

It is not a question of whether the innovation

actually does5, in the long run, bring about the desired conditions
but rather whether those who must act in the new roles believe that
it will do so and are thereby motivated to perform the new roles*
Ultimately the change will fail if it fails to perform the function
to which it is addressed*

But this cannot be known by either innova

tor or participants until it has been tried, so that belief is all
that is required initially*
logically, the first step would seem to be to make the people
aware of the nature of the educational process*

You will remember that

our evidence suggests that in the past there has been virtually no
contact between people and schools sufficient to give the people any
accurate impression of the activities of the schools*- This step has
been accomplished by the expedient of bringing the people into

contact with the schools^primarily through employment0

While they

are there, a pointed effort is made to expose them to the full range
of school activities*

Of course this is coupled with formal attempts

to explain the observed activities in terms comprehensible to the
WavahOo
More importantly, the project has focused on demonstrating
that the activities of the school can be pertinent to the solving of
the eneulturative felt need of the Mavahos*

This involves a change.

in the understanding of the functions of the school as a purely Anglo
oriented institution^

Accordingly, programs have been instituted to

demonstrate that the school can be useful in the transmission of tra
ditional Navaho skills*

Probably the most noticeable and successful

program from the point of view of demonstrating the feasibility of
such efforts has been the arts and crafts program*
In general, this aspect of the change process has proceeded .
in terms of what might be called the demonstration principle*

In an

effort to persuade persons that schools can teach Navaho ways, ob
viously the most persuasive technique is to actually do so and make
this available for the inspection of

the

people*The

artsand crafts

program is the most visible since the products of its efforts are on
display and can be understood by all*

Classroom instruction of child

ren is doubtless more significant inthe long run but less observable
even under the open door policies ofthe project*

Structural Change
the aim of persuading the ecwaunity of the utility of the new
system is inextricably involved in the matter of creating a means by
which■the innovation can be integrated into the ongoing cultural sys
tem*

The theme of the school here is that only the Mavahos that is

the local community^ can teach.the range of things which we are sug
gesting form the core of the attempt to preserve or maintain Navaho
values*

The attempt to persuade the people that these things can be

taught in the schools, then, stands or falls on whether or not Navaho
can be seen to be involved in the operation and decision making pro
cesses at the school.

The proposition that the school can teach the

elements of the Navaho way has been made dependent on the demonstra
tion that the school is responsive to the direction of the community*
In a way, the project is taking the easy way out.

It would

probably take a considerable effort to persuade the Navaho that Anglo
teachers, however well meaning, could teach children anything about
the Navaho way of life.

They are not after all Navaho and every ac

tion of the schools in the past has demonstrated to the people that
their activity will be oriented to that limited range of Anglo skills
required for employment.

There is no attempt here to change in this

sense the image of the teachers but simply to add to this image which
after all (as we have seen) is perfectly acceptables
of the school performed by new role players",

a new function

.

This third step, which we suggested in our introduction, of
making the innovation available to the community, is more a matter
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of change on the part of the schools than on the part of the community,,
The principal object here is to make opportunities available for the
participation of the community — both so that the innovation may be
incorporated into the structure of the community and so that in this
case the people may be persuaded, that the schools are in fact prepared
to deal with STavaho felt needs0
This is accomplished at Sough Rock through the use of existing
patterns in the community which are bent to new purposes,,

As. noted9

the people of lough Sock are accustomed to wage work and the jobs at
the school are initially acceptable on that basis alone„ In fact,
the jobs taken cover a wide range of school activities from simple
cleanup work to responsibility for the instruction of children in
traditional areas„ It is the presumption of the project that repeated
experience of this kind will lead to a commitment to the work of the
schools above and beyond the simple financial rewards which provide
the initial impetus,,

•

The school board is a more complex problem but the reason for
its creation is essentially the same as with the jobs0 Through ex
perience gained at school directi on5, and regardless of the initial
motivation^ there will develop a commitment on the part of the board
members to the operations of the school*

Even more here than through

the jobs, the project is attempting to show that the school is re
sponsive to the needs of the community for making the board the ulti
mate decision making body for the school*
R

However, in the creation of the board, it is fairly clear

that a more complex structural entity is being dealt with*

The board
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is intended to have over-all responsibility for the operation of the
school subject to very bread overriding directions from the funding
authority and within the financial limitations set by that authority»
This is its relationship in theory to the school and this is accom
plished by the granting of the authority by the school itself*

The

question that remains is the nature of the relationship of the new
authority to the rest of the community*

There is a real and tangible

authority in the area of hiring and firing that is of direct concern
to the community and the authority of the board is recognized since
it must be dealt with in these and other matters*

Many persons in

terviewed make some mention of the board as a responsible body at the
school*
Is the board only a puppet of the school administration and
recognized only in this sense?

Two factors tend to suggest that this

is not the ease; both seem to indicate that the board is a close
analog of a familiar piece of structure — the chapter*

In the first

place, the members of the board are persons whose qualifications are
for the most part identical to those that would be required for a
chapter officer*

The majority have in fact held such a position at

one time or another*

Both stated and implied, it is clear that the

qualifications of leader appropriate to a chapter officer are the
same that were applied to the selection of the board members*
The second factor is that the board has tended to function as
a kind of modified chapter organization*

It has moved in many areas

not strictly concerned with the operation of the school and appears
to be turned to for advice and aid in matters concerning the outside

world in the same way that the chapter is consulted0 The final mani
festation of this is the fact that the board membership played the
leading role in the move to form a separate lough Bock chapter and
the fact that the officers of the new organization overlap the member
ship of the boardo
Our point here is that in creating a mechanism by which the
community could control its schools the project has not simply en
larged the functions of an already existing mode of organization^ .
namely the chapterQ A model for an entirely new structure has been
presented by the project staff with new roles to be filled by the
communityo

This model has not been precisely replicated in the pre

sented fornio. The new roles have been filled in a Navaho fashion, from
a pool of persons.who are traditionally but forward in such situations.
The board that hah come to exist is a result of the interplay of in
novators and community and5, as suchj, is a fusion of both*

It is in

this sense an entirely new structure differing from the concepts of
either source,,
To the extent that such a fusion can be. seen to be occurring,
the structural change at Bough Bock resembles the model for Hfusionalu
change described by Spicer in relation to the laquis (Spicer 1961 B)0
In the same volume, Vogt has suggested an alternative model for the
nature of Navaho acculturation generally which he calls “incorporativelt.(Vogt 1961)0

This differs from the fusion model in that new

elements are presumed to be taken into the existing structure without
substantial alteration to that structure0 The suggestion here is of
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complete freedom on the part of the accepting community to incorporate
without interferencea
In fusion5 as Spicer suggests* the result of the contact is a
reinterpretation and modification of both of the contributing elements
into a new form such as we suggest for the Bough Rock case*

I do not

wish to argue which model is appropriate for the present general pat
tern of Navaho change* but it does seem clear that in this particular
change effort a pattern of fusion rather than incorporation seems to
be emerging*
In the Yaqui instance of fusional change* Spicer points to the
nature of the contact situation as determining the resultant pattern*
Specifically* he indicates that the military success of the Yaqui in
opposing the Spanish allowed them to limit the extent of their con
tact to those elements they themselves sought out*

Ibis resulted in

a situation where certain innovators sought to introduce a limited
number of changes which the Yaqui were willing to permit to be intro
duced * The relative lack of power of the innovators resulted finally
in a permissiveness which made possible the extensive reinterpretation
by the Yaqui* and a willingness to accept modification by the innova
tors (Spicer 1961 B )0
In the Rough Rock instance* a similar situation has been
created not by any military effectiveness on the part of the Navaho
but by a purposeful attempt on the part of the innovators to provide
the same permissive atmosphere in which fusion can take place*

In

both cases* It is presumed that the community* which is the object
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of change3 is seeking change in its own forms due to some perceived
failure of these, and the consequent reinterpretation effectively
rules out the ineorporative model0
Participation
I have not labeled this final section “conclusions1' as I might
have done because it does not seem fair to draw any definite con
clusions from such a limited body of evidence as this*

The project

has just begun and any report of its progress at this point ought prob
ably to end on an Inconclusive note. —

that is, simply to summarize as

much data as was available and reserve judgments until the project has
run its course,.
As a substitute for any final summary of the meaning of the
project, I would prefer (as the title of this section indicates) to
focus on the concept of participation,.

We have declared that our in

tention is to examine the data for implications as to the nature of
directed change<> This we have done to some extent in our preceding
sections but it must be obvious to even the most casual reader that,
the idea of community participation and self determination is a basic
theme that runs throughout the work of the project0 If the project
is testing anything at all in the way of methodology or approaches to
changes it is testing the workability of this concept*
With participation as the key concept of the project, we may
in fact have done it an injustice, or at least misled the reader, in
labeling the project as directed change0 We might better call it
“assisted" change in that the emphasis of the approach is to turn the
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role of the Innovator to the task of making possible change that is
directed by the wants of the community, whose change is the object of
the innovationo

Directed change implies that the innovators not of

the community in question, selects the direction of the change and
this clearly is not the intent of the present effort (Spicer 1961 B)e
I want to emphasize again that this sort of change effort is not the
only kind possible6 I want only to suggest that change can be brought
about in this particular fashion and that there are advantages to be
gained by doing so.
If the object of this kind of change is seen to be to help
others to go where they want to go, it is also true that the making
of choices by the innovator is not completely eliminated.

Obviously

in any given community at any given time, there will be more than one
"felt need" the satisfaction of which could be sought as the objective
of change.

The innovator must, in most eases, make some choice as to

which of these he will seek to apply his aid.
The lough Rock project would seem to suggest that a logical
point at which a change process can begin is in those areas where
the community now has no control over its resources.

It becomes,

then, not a question of selecting a direction of change but of putting
the instruments of change into the hands of the community.

This in

itself is change, as we have seen, but it places responsibility for
long term change in the hands of the persons to be changed rather than
in those of an outside change agent.

This is a rather limited case

and obviously not applicable to many other situations where the change
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that might be objectively desirable is of entirely new character and
not simply a case of reallocation of authority and responsibility^
Such change supposes an existing structure that can be induced to
take hold of the innovation and incorporate it into the ongoing sys
tem while the present case, as we can see, speaks to the situation
where the ultimate responsibility for a facet of culture lies outside
the concerned community0
A community where some essential portion of the structuralfunctional matrix is in the hands of other than the community members
has been called an “administered community0u The term has been used
by Meingrod to refer to the Israeli new immigrant villages but could
just as well be applied to the Indian reservation system in the
United States (Weingrod 1963)0

The Navaho and all other federally

administered tribes have a formal dependency on the federal govern
ment in many areas, of which education is only the most complete and
strikingo

Such a society as exists under these conditions of depend

ency can, in terms of the structural-functional requisites defined
by Aberle, only be considered a part society (Aberle and others 1900)0
It differs from a subdivision of a total society such as can be found
throughout the structure of complex societies in that it is poten
tially a viable and independent soeietyo

The Navaho operated once as

a complete and workable society and we suggest they could do so again
if those areas that are presently “administered" could be brought
back under their control^
In this instance of change for the administered community,
participation then becomes an end of change as well as an approach
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to it0 The object at Rough Rock is as much to place control of the
educational institution in the hands of the local community as it is
to bring about any particular character to the changed institution^
In sum, to the extent that it is concerned with the creation
of a situation where an administered community can reclaim certain
functions essential to a viable society$ Rough Book does offer some
insight into an alternative to the policy of assimilation that has
heretofore prevailedo

The object is not to draw the members of an

ailing society into the ranks of a more successful neighbors but
rather to aid the unstable group to reconstruct the means to satisfy
the needs of its members and of itself*
To the extent that Rough Rock has succeeded in creating new
roles for the local community in the educational processs it speaks
to the means by which such transfer of responsibility can be effected*
If this transfer is completed and allowed to endure by the concerned
administering entities, and the new system can be demonstrated to be
more effective in the maintenance of the Mavaho society in its bi<=
cultural environment, then it will lend weight to the argument of
the value of such transfers*
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